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Terms of reference 
In March 2004, Dr Andy Yates of the Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory at UCT initiated this 
project. The Sasol research team has done extensive study in the area of chemical kinetics fuel 
combustion modelling and engine modelling applications. Much experimental work is required to 
confirm the results obtained from chemical kinetics based models. It was decided that a motored 
engine would be able to provide test conditions for autoignition of gasoline fuels in a suitable 
range in order to confirm a proposed autoignition model, developed as a result of Chemkin 
modelling. Modification of a test engine for these experimental applications were required as part 
of the thesis requirement. The fuel n-heptane was used for the commissioning of the device and 
justification of the experimental technique. 
The specific instructions of the Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory were to: 
1. Modify an existing single cylinder engine with the capabilities for heated inlet manifold 
air temperature to BOOK and choked inlet air pressure to 0.4 bar. This would enable a 
wide enough range in terms of engine peak conditions to effectively explore the 
characteristic ignition delay curve. 
2. Modify the engine inlet with a fuel injection system, in order for the device to have the 
potential of adjustability for different fuels and equivalence ratios. The injection map 
should be determined and tested over the experimental range of variable inlet air 
densities through inlet air heating, inlet air choking and engine speed variation. 
3. Insert the relevant transducers and equipment for engine test data acquisition. A 
range of tests was required for a chosen fuel and compression ratio. 












Development of a predictive octane model is a potentially useful tool for designing fuel blends for 
meeting octane specifications. One of the approaches adopted is through chemical kinetic 
modelling of the autoignition properties of constituent compounds. The results obtained from 
models, however, are dependant on experimental data for validation. It was the intention of this 
thesis to provide empirical data that could be used confirm a recently proposed autoignition model 
based upon the results obtained from chemical kinetics modelling. 
Motored engines have been used extensively for the investigation of autoignition properties of 
fuels. They are useful in interpreting results from conventional ignition delay measuring systems 
as well as giving practical insight into the process of autoignition in spark ignition engines. The 
conditions required for autoignition reactions to take place are easily produced in a motored 
engine with a suitable compression ratio. 
A single cylinder engine was modified so that the inlet conditions could be adjusted and n-heptane 
was tested in the device. Fuelling was controlled with an injection system which was calibrated for 
n-heptane use in the engine. A range of inlet conditions were determined that would enable peak 
conditions in the engine to result in autoignition of the fuel. The autoignition data was then used in 
describing the ignition delay characteristics of the fuel and the range of interest, the so called 
negative temperature coefficient region. 
Autoignition experiments were performed in the engine and the data was analysed by the 
comparison of measured autoignition reactions with predicted reaction times; the predictions were 
calculated using the new empirical autoignition model. Direct analysis of the model resulted in 
good correlation of measured and predicted overall autoignition reaction times, with improved 
correlation of cool flame reaction times with initial temperature adjustment. Modification of initial 
temperature values in the indirect model application (whereby traces were generated using an 
engine model with autoignition prediction capabilities) resulted in similar observances. 
These initial results led to the conclusion that the temperature and Arrhenius parameter 
adjustments necessary to obtain a perfect fit in the autoignition model were indicative of errors 
involved in the temperature measurement or in the fuel metering. Recommendations for further 
work on the engine would be the investigation of a dynamometer system that would be free from 
noise transmission during operation and that would enable experimentation with lower engine 











a quicker acting heater controller. A fundamental change in fuel metering calibration is required. A 
further recommendation is that a variable compression ratio engine should be used to enable the 
attainment of a wider range of readings for fuel characterisation and possibly eradicate the 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1 Introduction 
A predictive octane model for gasoline fuel blends is a potentially useful tool in designing fuel 
blends so that they meet specifications in the ASTM octane rating test. Fuel blends are tested in 
a standardized CFR engine, the compression ratio being adjusted until a standard knock 
intensity is recorded. The octane rating is determined by blending two reference fuels to obtain 
the same knock intensity at the same engine conditions. Knock is believed to be the result of the 
autoignition of unburnt end-gas charge, which is subjected to compression via the piston motion 
and the propagating flame front in a spark ignition engine. Since the octane number of a 
gasoline blend is not equivalent to the proportional sum of the octane values of the individual 
constituents by volume, a fundamentally based approach in investigating autoignition reaction 
chemistry is necessary for the development of a predictive octane model. 
One of the approaches taken is through chemical kinetic modelling of the autoignition chemistry 
of constituent compounds. A study was undertaken by Viljoen et al. (2005) whereby 
representative fuel compounds of a gasoline blend were modelled using reduced chemical 
kinetics in order to investigate their respective ignition delay characteristics. A correlative model 
for the fuel autoignition trends has been proposed by Yates et al. (2007), which can be used to 
develop a comprehensive predictive octane model. 
Chemical kinetics results are dependant on experimental data for verification. Experimental 
devices for measuring ignition delay include: rapid compression machines, flow reactors and 
shock tubes. Although the primary reference fuels have been extensively investigated through 
various experimental and chemical modelling approaches, there remains a need for 
experimental validation of the data from other classes of fuels such as olefins, aromatics and 
alcohols. 
1.1 Problem definition 
The aim of this thesis was to confirm the validity of the chemical kinetic modelling results and 
fuel autoignition model through experimentation using a motored engine. The adopted approach 
was to induce autoignition in a modified engine, subjecting the charge to dynamic polytropic 
conditions under which knock occurs. Analysis of the data included the incorporation of an 
ignition delay model to obtain results which were intended to confirm the autoignition model 











Chapter 1: Introduction 
Included in the project requirements was the design, construction and commissioning of the 
device for the characterization of the ignition delay properties of a fuel over an extended 
pressure-temperature range. As a proof of concept for the technique, n-heptane was tested in 
the device. 
1.2 Objectives 
1. Modify an existing single cylinder engine with the capabilities for heated inlet 
manifold air temperature to 600 K and choked inlet air pressure to 0.4 bar. This 
would enable a wide enough range in terms of engine peak conditions to effectively 
explore the characteristic ignition delay curve. 
2. Modify the inlet with a fuel injection system, in order for the device to have the 
potential of adjustability for different fuels and equivalence ratios. The injection map 
should be determined and tested over the experimental range of variable inlet air 
densities through inlet air heating, inlet air choking and engine speed variation. 
3. Insert the relevant transducers and equipment for engine test data acquisition. A 
range of tests is required for a chosen fuel and compression ratio. 
4. Build a dynamometer, consisting of a frame, driving element and load control 
system. 
A comprehensive engine model including autoignition thermodynamics was required for the 
analysis of the data. Correlation of measured experimental results with the calculated values 
based on chemical kinetics derived Arrhenius parameters, was required as a proof of concept of 
the technique. 
1.3 Layout of document 
This document is structured as follows: 
Chapter 2 is a review of the relevant literature and an introduction to the background theory of 
fuel ignition delay. A general introduction to the octane rating test, autoignition chemistry, 
autoignition modelling and experimental validation is given and then more specifically, the 











Chapter 1: Introduction 
, 
i Chapter 3 discusses the experimental method for data analysis. 
Chapter 4 covers the practical modifications necessary for the commissioning of the apparatus 
and the test procedure for data capture. 
l Chapter 5 gives the preliminary data correction methods required for further analysis. 
~~ 
~. 
" Chapter 6 gives the results and discussion of data derived from testing. 
" ;. 
~i. 














2 Theoretical Background 
2.1 Octane characterisation 
2.1.1 Definition of spark knock 
Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 
From the beginning of the internal combustion engine era, audible knock has been detected in 
spark ignition engines, prohibiting power development and thermodynamic efficiency 
improvements and usually leading to severe engine damage. During the compression stroke in 
normal engine operation, the fuel-air mixture is compressed by the piston motion and is spark 
ignited a few crank angle degrees before top dead centre (TDC). The resulting flame front 
travels through the cylinder progressively, igniting the unburned gas and eventually becoming 
extinguished at the end of its travel. Work is transferred to the piston via the expanding hot 
gases, which are eventually expelled via the exhaust valve by the piston on its return stroke. 
The occurrence of knock in abnormal engine operation is regarded to be the result of the 
autoignition of unburnt end-gas subjected to compression via the piston motion and the 
propagating flame front. The end gas, consisting of a fuel, air, and residual gas mixture ahead of 
the flame front, is compressed to pressures and temperatures that result in the initiation of a 
chemical reaction characterized by the rapid release of energy. Formation of high local 
pressures and the propagation of the ensuing pressure waves across the combustion chamber 
occurs, producing the characteristic noise attributed to knock. Severe knock can destroy the 
engine via erosion damage of the piston and cylinder head, as well as general overheating. 
Thus the autoignition behaviour of a fuel, responsible for ignition in a diesel engine and knock in 
a spark ignition engine, is an important factor in engine design. 
2.1.2 The octane rating method 
Gasoline fuel is a blend of hundreds of organic species produced from oil refinery processes. As 
is shown later, this presents a problem for chemists involved in numerical reaction simulation 
studies for the purpose of characterizing fuels, since the complexity of the constituents of any 
practical gaSOline fuel are not easily simplified for fundamental reaction modelling. Gasoline 
fuels are rated according to octane number (ON), which is a measure of their propensity to 
knock. In the 1930s the standardized knock test was developed in a Cooperative Fuels 
Research (CFR) engine in order to rate gasoline fuels. The CFR engine is a four-stroke, 











Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 
carburetted, single cylinder, variable compression ratio engine. The test is run at a constant 
speed with a fixed heated inlet air temperature according to the methods prescribed by the 
ASTM 02699 and 02700 method. The test mixture is introduced and the compression ratio 
increased until the engine knocks at a certain intensity measured by a pressure transducer, and 
signal conditioned by the knock meter. The compression ratio attained at knocking is termed the 
critical compression ratio (CCR). This measured compression ratio is then matched to the CCR 
obtained for a primary reference fuel blend, which knocks at the same intensity. The volumetric 
composition of the reference blend is used to give the octane value for the fuel. The primary 
reference fuels are iso-octane (2,2,4 tri-methyl-pentane), defined as 100 octane and n-heptane, 
defined with a zero octane value. These pure hydrocarbon fuels were originally chosen for the 
octane test as they exhibit similar evaporative and boiling qualities, as well as being relatively 
easily obtained at a high purity level. 
ON = (vol%).iso-octane Equation 2-1 
The original octane test research method, assigning a fuel a research octane number (RON), 
was found to be inadequate in describing a fuel's knock propensity in a practical engine. A more 
realistic test method was required. Thus the motor method was introduced, with test conditions 
of higher inlet manifold temperature and engine speed, as well as variable spark timing 
advancement and a shrouded valve for in-cylinder charge mixing. The RON was more often 
used in academic research while the motor octane number (MaN) was intended as a better 
indication of a fuel's knock susceptibility in a practical engine, undergoing higher loads and 
speeds. However, a recent study by Yates et al. (2005) showed that for modern fuel injection 
vehicles (as opposed to carburetted ones), the RON number is a better indicator of the fuel's 
performance in the engine, This provides test conditions which result in a closer match of the 
autoignition range that a fuel undergoes in the pressure and temperature conditions in modern 
engines. The RON and MaN engine test conditions are compared in Table 2-1. 
As previously mentioned, a fuel's knock propensity may vary under different engine conditions. 
Fuel octane sensitivity is described as a measure of this difference and is defined as the 
arithmetic difference of a fuel's RON and MaN value. Thus for the reference fuels it is zero by 
definition, resulting in most alkanes showing sensitivities close to zero (owing to their similarities 
to the reference fuels in chemical structure and hence autoignition chemistry). At low octane 
values, some alkanes reveal a lower RON than MaN value, but for the range of octane 
numbers used for commercial purposes the MaN is usually the lower value. The reason for high 











Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 
Table 2·1: RON and MON test conditions 
Parameter RON Test MONTest 
Engine Speed 600 rpm 900 rpm 
Spark Timing 13° BTDC 19
u - 26u BTDC (function of 
compression ratio) 
Inlet Air Temperature 52°C 3SoC 
Inlet Mixture Not controlled 149°C Temperature 
Air -fuel Ratio Adjusted for maximum Adjusted for maximum knock 
knock intensity intensity 
2.1.3 Effect of fuel structure on knock tendency (Heywood, 1988) 
2.1.3.1 Paraffins 
1. Increased length of the carbon chain results in increased knock tendency. 
2. Side chains from the basic chain molecule results in decreased knock tendency. 
3. Methyl groups added onto the basic chain in certain positions results in decreased 
knock tendencies. 
2.1.3.2 Olefins 
1. Two or three double bonds decrease knock tendency in most cases. (Also exhibits 
higher RON-MaN sensitivity.) 
2.1.3.3 Napthenes and Aromatics 
1. Napthenes generally have greater knock tendencies than corresponding aromatics 
of the same size. 
2. Two or three double bonds decrease knock tendency in most cases. 
3. Lengthening the side chain on the basic ring structure increases knock tendency. 
4. Branching of the side chain on the basic ring structure decreases knock tendency. 
(Aromatics generally exhibit a significant RON-MaN sensitivity.) 
2.2 Limitations of the octane rating method 
Unfortunately the octane rating method has its shortcomings. Spark knock is not only dependant 
on the chemistry of the fuel, but also on the geometry of the combustion cylinder, 











Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 
these parameters influence the pressure-temperature-time profile that is experienced by the end 
gas in an engine). Thus for the octane test, the octane rating reflects not only the fuels' chemical 
properties, but also the thermodynamic test conditions and the geometry of the CFR engine. A 
single standardized test is insufficient to accurately characterize the knock propensities of a 
variety of fuels over a range of engine operation, especially those fuels that deviate in chemical 
structure from the reference fuels. 
In many studies related to the octane test and in particular the work of Leppard (1990), the 
standardized test proved to be lacking in describing the fundamental ignition characteristics of 
fuels. It was demonstrated in this study that fuels differing chemically from the reference fuels 
(alkenes, olefins and aromatics) have higher sensitivities. This was attributed to the differences 
in ignition delay temperature dependence. In this case, the problem is most certainly due to the 
ignition characteristics of fuel being highly temperature dependant, but not all in a similar 
fashion. 
Another current issue relates to the mechanics of the autoignition process in the CFR engine. 
The question raised is: are traditional octane rated knock conditions a true representation of that 
which is measured by a modern knock sensor, as the associated pressure fluctuations in the 
cylinder? This question challenges octane rating as a direct indicator of incipient autoignition 
(Yates et aI., 2005); the work of Swarts (2006) provides ample evidence that this is not the case. 
At this point, therefore, it is appropriate to introduce the concept of a fuels ignition delay as a 
more fundamental knock propensity property. 
2.3 Ignition delay 
2.3.1 Definition of ignition delay 
Autoignition delay or induction time is defined as the time elapsed from an instantaneous 
increase in temperature to the spontaneous ignition of a hydrocarbon-air mixture through rapid 
chain-branching chemistry in a suitably pressurized and heated environment. It is characterized 
and usually measured by a rapid pressure increase in the system. Conventional devices used to 
produce autoignition and measure ignition delays include rapid compression machines (RCM), 
shock tubes, constant volume devices and flow reactors. A RCM consists of a piston-cylinder 
arrangement that adiabatically compresses a homogenous test mixture of fuel and air in a very 
short increment of time. The time taken for compression to render the required pressure and 
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mixture under these conditions. An example of an ignition delay trace obtained in a RCM is 
shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1: Pressure trace showing two-stage ignition in a ReM (supplemented by emitted visible 
light measurement), courtesy of Griffiths et al. (1997) 
For initial temperatures above approximately 850 K (the value being subject to post-
compression pressure conditions), single-stage ignition occurs; at initial temperatures below this 
value, two-stage ignition is found to occur in certain fuels. The first stage culminates in the 
formation of a cool flame and an associated pressure rise as a result of heat release during the 
cool flame reaction. The second stage culminates with the characteristic rapid pressure rise 
indicating combustion. Figure 2-2 shows the autoignition delay characteristics of a range of 
hydrocarbon fuels over a range of temperatures. Hydrocarbon oxidation is usually categorized 
into three main regions: low temperature «700 K), intermediate temperature (700 -1100 K) and 
high temperature (>1100 K). Typical alkane fuels exhibit a phenomenon known as the negative 
temperature coefficient (NTC) region (typically 700 - 800 K). In this region, the overall ignition 
delay is seen to increase with increasing temperature. This is associated with the cool flame 
reaction; the NTC region reflects the temperature zone where the cool flame ceases to occur as 
the initial temperature increases. The significance of this is that both the primary reference fuels 
used for octane definition exhibit such behaviour, and thus this particular chemistry is 
intrinsically associated with the octane value prescribed to a fuel. This therefore characterises 
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Figure 2-2: Ignition delay characteristics of hydrocarbons tested in a RCM at 0.65 - 0.75 MPa in 
stoichiometric proportion in air, compliments of Griffiths J. F. and Mohamed C. (1997) 
2.3.2 Measuring ignition delay (Griffiths J. F. and Mohamed C., 1997) 
2.3.2.1 Constant volume devices (Combustion bombs) 
Fuel is admitted into a vessel that is already pressurized and heated to prescribed test 
conditions. Ignition occurs and is measured. Homogeneity and temperature uniformity of 
reactants are usually not applicable and uncertainties in equivalence ratio and temperature 
gradient restrict these results from zero dimensional modelling applications. Precise 
measurement of experimental conditions is also difficult owing to heat loss from fuel 
vaporization. Due to conditions in the combustion bomb being locally heterogeneous and non-
isothermal, it is difficult to characterize accurately the NTC region of a fuel, as local areas at 
optimal temperature and equivalence ratio will autoignite first, initiating global autoignition. Many 
experimental systems involve the use of a two-stage combustion process to simulate quiescent 
compression ignition (Le. TOC) conditions. This involves the combustion of lean premixed gases 
in the first stage to yield products similar in composition to air and result in high pressure and 















Figure 2·3: Constant volume bomb 
2.3.2.2 Flow systems 
Laminar or turbulent flow devices can be used for studying hydrocarbon oxidation usually via 
the collection of products under fixed state COrldrllons. then through product analysIs and 
thereby reactJOn chemistry deduct ion. Reactants are metered pre-heated and then introduced 
into the reactor tube under constant pressure and fl ow rate conditions. The reactor is kept at 
constant temperature or is varied In a stepped manner as developed by Koert et al (1994) The 
controlled cool down (CCD) technique involves stabilizatKln of the reactor temperature, followed 
by systematlcal ty controt led temperature reduction T hus, extracted gas samples may describe 
an entire reactivity map rn or>e experiment. Conditions achieved in this device include operatron 
at pressures up to 2.0 MPa, temperatures in the range of 500 · 1000 K and residence times 
typtcally In the order of 200 ms 
,"-";'C'-'" 
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Figure 2-4: Pressurised flow reactor. courtesy of Koert et at. (1994) 
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2.3.2.3 Shock tubes 
In a shock tube apparatus. the slKlden bursting of a draptuagm that separates a high pressure 
section contalnmg th€ driver gas from the low pressure test gas. results in the propagation of a 
supersonic shock front along the tube. This almost instantaneousrt heats and pressurises the 
test gas to values determined by the pressure ratio across the shock front arid the ratio of 
specific heats of the gases used High temperature reactions are quenched on the arrival of the 
cold contact surface of the driver gas tra~eliing sub-sonicalrt behind the shock front Typical 
shocked gas temperatures operate m the range 1500 - 2500 K, well into the high temperature 
range of typical fuels The near discontinuous temperature rise resulting from the shock front 
gives a well defined starting point for the reaction from which the Ignition delay may be 
measured. Ignition delays that are long (In the order of several milliseconds) may result in 
significant heat losses from the shock tube; this may cause uncertainti€s in the data 
• 
Figure 2_5: Shock tube 
2.3.2.4 Rapid compression machines 
This device invol~es a mechanical ly driven piston, typical ly pneumatical ly actuated, wh ich 
admbatlcally compresses an homog<3nous charge to reachon temperatures and pressures in a 
significantly rapid fashion, such that the compression time is small in companson to the ignition 
delay. Some deSIgns incorporate the use of double acting opposed pistons (FISh et aI., 1969) 
The conditions may tYPically compliment flow reactors the heated gaseous charge being in the 
range of 500 -1000 K. With pressures reaching up to 5 MPa (compression ratiO 10 1). Ignition 
delay times are usually less than 100 ms, whICh is much greater than in shock tubes The 
ignition delay is usually measured by fast response pressure transducers which may be 
supplemented by light detectIOn (Griffiths J. F. et al 1997) Two stage ignit ion and the NTC 
region are commonrt studied in RCM experimentation TeChnical problems experienced indude 
the production of signif icantly rapKJ compression and the arrest of the piston Without ~Ibratlon or 
bounce The core gas temperature is usually the reference temperatlJ"e, being the hghest in 
value: It is calculated from th<3 Initial and final pressure, initial temperature and the ratio of 















Figure 2·6: Rapid comprcssion machinc. courtesy of Tanaka el al. 120031 
2.3.2.5 Motored and fired engines 
In this device. an er-.glne is run with an electric motor (the induced charge not being spark 
Ignited in the motored application but p..!rely by compression ~nition) Motored engines arc 
typically used to study partial oxidation of hydrocarbons through compression olthe charge to 
autoignltlon temperatures and pressures Intermediate species are examined through rapid 
sampling, probe samplmg or exhaust gas analySIS The reaction time is governed by engine 
speed Unlike other devices lor studying autoignltion processes. the charge undergoes 
constantly changing conditions The pressure history is usually measured and the temperature 
history calculated from the pressure values. Overall condItions may be varied by adjustment of 
the inlet temperature and pressure, engine SfXled and compression ratio Extensive work In thIS 
arena has been conducted by Leppard (1990) Motored and fired engine data IS useful in 
interpreting results from conventional ignition delay measuring systems as well as gIving 
practical ins~ht Into the process of autolgnitlon in spark ~nition engines 
Table 2·2 gives a comparatiye oyerview of the yarious deYlces that have been discussed From 
these devIces It may be sad that constant volume bombs function aoo may supply information 
In the low·temperature region, thiS corresponds to higher ignition delays and therefore less error 
in the assumption of homogeneity and isothermal conditions. Iffltored and fired engines flow 
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while shock tubes give access to the high temperature region of general hydrocarbon 
autoignition curves. For modelling purposes, it is assumed that the basic autoignition reaction 
chemistry is not influenced or altered by the device's geometric or mechanical properties, but 
only by the prevailing pressure and temperature. 
Table 2-2: Ignition delay device comparison 
Experimental Device Typical Temperature Typical Pressure Typical Ignition Range (K) Range (MPa) Delay Range (ms) 
Constant Volume 600 - 1200 0.1 - 5 10 - 1000 Bomb 
Rapid Compression 500 - 1000 0.5 - 5 4 -100 Machine 
Flow Reactor 600 - 1000 0.1 -1 > 100 
Motored and Fired 500 - 1000 1 - 5 1 - 10 Engine 
Shock Tube 1500 - 2500 Up to typical engine > 1 pressures possible 
2.4 Hydrocarbon oxidation chemistry 
2.4.1 Autoignition fundamentals 
Depending on the pressure and temperature of the mixture, hydrocarbon oxidation can take 
various forms: 
Slow reactions involve low pressure and temperature «200°C), not usually occurring within 
engines. 
Single or multiple cool flame reactions are low temperature reactions (300 - 400°C), 
characterised by development of partial combustion accompanied by pale blue emission. 
Reaction is halted after a fraction of reactants is used up; the accompanied heat release is 
small. 
Two-stage ignition involves a cool flame followed by a hot flame (high temperature autoignition 
reaction). 
Single-stage ignition is a result of the transition from two-stage to single-stage autoignition as 
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The autoignition reaction of hydrocarbon fuels consists of hundreds of different possible 
chemical chain reactions taking place; most of the reactions are sequential. The process can be 
briefly described in three steps: 
Initiation. Highly reactive intermediate species, both molecular and radical, are produced from 
the more stable fuel and oxygen molecules. 
Propagation. Reactant molecules and radicals form further radicals and other sequential 
products, such that the concentration of reactive species increases rapidly and exponentially. 
When the reaction rate of radical formation due to chain branching is sufficiently fast, it is 
termed an autoignition reaction. This is characterized by a rapid increase in temperature and 
pressure. 
Termination. Chain propagation radicals are removed through the formation of more stable 
species. 
It is important to note that autoignition limits may be determined by 1) isothermal limits, in that it 
is the kinetic features of the reaction that lead to rapid combustion (the reactions themselves 
being generally exothermic) and 2) thermal limits, in that rapid combustion is brought about via 
intermediate heat release, requiring intermediate exothermicity and overall activation energy; 
heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the gases are factors (Walker R. W. and Morley C., 
1997). 
Some hydrocarbon fuels do not exhibit cool flame or two-stage behaviour. In hydrocarbons that 
do exhibit this behaviour, the transitions can be explained by the formation of metastable 
intermediate species, which promote chain branching reactions and whose reactions of 
formation are temperature dependant. These intermediates may react to form stable molecules 
or form active radicals; rate and dominance are a function of temperature. Hydroperoxides, 
intermediates having the form ROOH (R being an organic radical), are responsible for the chain 
propagation process leading to autoignition in the low temperature ignition process. At 
temperatures above approximately 950 K, hydrogen peroxide (H20 2) is responsible for chain 
propagation. Below this temperature it is relatively stable, while beyond it the intermediate 
species decomposes into two highly reactive OH radicals in a reaction known as homolysis. A 
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2.4.2 Oxidation mechanisms and the NTC region 
In order to explain the reason for NTC characteristics of certain hydrocarbons, an outline of 
basic hydrocarbon oxidation was proposed in the work of Semenov (Heywood J. B., 1988): 
• • 
• • 
R02+RH ~ ROOH +R 






R O2 ~ destruction 











In the region 500 - 600 K, where the oxidation rate increases with temperature, the equilibrium 
of Equation 2-3 is strongly rightward dominant. However, for hydrocarbons that exhibit NTC 
behaviour a drop in reaction rate is observed, as the temperature is increased, usually in the 
range of 570 - 630 K for most alkanes (measure at 1 bar). In this range, alternative reactions of 
R02 occur besides Equation 2-5, with higher activation energies. At higher temperatures, the 
equilibrium of Equation 2-3 lies increasingly to the left with the result that the yield of ROOH (the 
radical responsible for rapid chain branching) decreases. Thus the oxidation rate decreases. 
[R] 
With further temperature increase, the concentration ratio [R02 ] rises further with increasing 
leftward dominance of Equation 2-3; this results in oxidation being primarily caused by reactions 
of R radicals rather than R02, the most important being Equation 2-4. H20 2 is 
thermodynamically stable at these temperatures and is removed by Equation 2-7 to H20 2. The 
homolysis of hydrogen peroxide in Equation 2-11 begins above 750 K at a pressure of 1 bar. At 
higher pressures experienced in internal combustion engines decomposition of H20 2 rapidly 
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Figure 2-7: General oxidation scheme for heavy hydrocarbons at low and high temperatures, 
courtesy of Tanaka et at (2003) 
2.4.3 Significance of the cool flame 
According to ReM data analysis by Fish et al. (1969), the cool flame occurs as the result of the 
normal chemical course of the oxidation reaction and is not an insignificant side reaction. It is 
suggested that primary propagation steps in the cool flame are responsible for isomerisation of 
alkylperoxy radicals to hydroperoxyalkyl radicals. These are responsible for rapid chain 
branching and the products necessary for hot ignition are formed by the cool flame. 
Another study by Westbrook (1994) holds that the low temperature oxidation (cool flame) has 
the role of providing heat release early in the reaction, enabling the oxidation process to reach 
critical temperatures (decomposition temperature of intermediates) at an earlier time than 
without such heat release. Thus it is proposed that the cool flame reaction is important primarily 
for the physical conditions it produces, not for its reaction products. Both studies observed that 
when the cool flame pressure rise is large, hot ignition results quickly, but when cool flame is 
less intense, ignition is delayed. Thus both studies agree that the effect of the cool flame is 
responsible for contrOlling the timing of the hot ignition process. 
In the ReM data analysis of Tanaka et al. (2003), the importance of the cool flame effect on the 
final induction time is recognised. It was noted that the pressure rise resulting from heat release 
from the cool flame correlated well with the overall ignition delay. Fish et al. (1969), on the other 
hand, attempted to correlate the pressure rise from the cool flame with the initial pressure in the 
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Equation 2-12 
where m is fuel dependant. 
2.4.4 Significance of chemical structure 
The structure of the hydrocarbon affects the different regimes of chemistry quite significantly, 
the influence being weaker at higher temperatures. Knock propensity, and therefore octane 
number, is thus highly dependant on structure, owing to the structure's dependence on low 
temperature peroxy radical chemistry. Short-chain and branched paraffins have a high 
resistance to autoignition, resulting in a high octane number. This is due to there being a lower 
relative number of secondary carbon atoms within the structure available for hydrogen 
abstraction. Similarly, the ring structure of aromatic fuels results in it being a relatively stable 
molecule and more autoignition resistant (which means resistance to hydrogen abstraction). 
2.5 Empirically derived correlations 
Attempts at modelling the ignition process have involved the development of 1) empirically 
derived ignition delay correlations involving global reaction rate equations or 2) chemical 
mechanisms which use the full or reduced oxidation mechanisms (as described using 
Semenov's basic hydrocarbon oxidation process). No detailed models with real blended fuels 
are currently available for use. 
2.5.1 Arrhenius relations 
Empirical relations for the ignition delay as a function of test conditions usually involve the 
Arrhenius equation form: 
~ 
i = Apne T Equation 2-13 
Where: 't is in milliseconds (ms) 
p is absolute pressure in bars 
T is in Kelvin (K) 
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Douaud and Eyzat (1978) have done an extensive study on this form of correlation, including 
induction time as a function of fuel octane value, the following equation is valid for PRF fuels in 
the range 100>ON>80: 
(
ON)3.402 (3800) 
1'=17.68 _ p-1.7e T 
100 Equation 2-14 
The equation is a derivation of the reaction rate governed Arrhenius equation and expresses the 
ignition delay as a global reaction rate. 
A study was undertaken by Yates et al. (2005) whereby representative fuel compounds of a 
gasoline blend were modelled using reduced chemical kinetics in order to investigate their 
respective ignition delay characteristics. The resulting ignition delay response in the pressure-
temperature domain was reduced to a simple system of three coupled Arrhenius equations, 
effectively matching data in the low-intermediate and high temperature regions. 
Equation 2-15 
Aj, nj and ~j parameters for each of the three stages were calculated using a regression 
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Figure 2-8: Three Arrhenius equation correlation results for various hydrocarbon fuels, courtesy 
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2.5.2 Application for motored engine data 
In a motored or a fired engine, such as the CFR octane rating engine, reactions of a 
homogenous charge are occurring in a constantly changing physical environment. As a point of 
note, the reaction time to autoignition in this case cannot be said to be an ignition delay, as this 
definition is strictly for the special case whereby the physical state of the fuel-air mixture is 
regarded as constant. Therefore it is necessary to devise a correlation scheme which will match 
a global reaction to the state-time history in the engine. Livengood and Wu (1955) proposed 
such a correlation in their motored engine research using a single-staged Arrhenius expression 
whereby autoignition of the charge occurs when 
tCl'iI dt J-=l 
t=O T Equation 2-16 
(tCrit being the total time taken for autoignition of the mixture, T autoignition.) The equation is derived 
based on two main assumptions: 
1. The rate of production of critical species for autoignition (for a certain mixture) is 
dependant only on the gas state. 
2. The concentration of critical species required for autoignition is constant (critical 
concentration). 
The three Arrhenius formulation given in Equation 2-15 was proposed purely as a numerical 
correlation and was not meant to describe the underlying chemistry. To supplement this 
deficiency, a new approach was attempted to incorporate the physical changes that occur in the 
autoignition reaction history. The global reaction of autoignition was represented as two integral 
steps describing the relatively stable intervals separated by the abrupt gas transition of the cool 
flame, characteristic of two-stage ignition: 
Equation 2-17 
where t1 describes the time of the occurrence of the cool flame, and t2 the hot flame ignition 
(total ignition delay). The ignition delays 'ti and 'tcf describe the principle autoignition chemistry, 
characterized by the decomposition of peroxides evaluated at the initial conditions and post-cool 
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If, in the preceding equation, the gas state is approximated as constant and solved for the total 
ignition delay (h) the integral reduces to: 
Equation 2-18 
It was also discovered through detailed chemical kinetic modelling that the cool flame 
temperature transition (d T) is strongly dependant on initial temperature and pressure. The 
observance of pressure rise from heat release being a function of initial pressure (Equation 2-
12) was similarly discovered by Fish et al. (1969) through empirical analysis. The proposed 
formulation by Yates et al. (2007) was: 
Equation 2-19 
C2 m T<--p 
for 1- C1 I Equation 2-20 
The abrupt transition at !J.T = 0 was remedied by using an equation resulting in a rounded, 
more realistic profile. 
Equation 2-21 
2.6 Motored and fired engines 
2.6.1 Fuel studies involving motored engines 
As previously mentioned in Section 2.2, Leppard undertook extensive research with motored 
engines testing fuels including n-butane (Leppard, 1987), isobutane (Leppard, 1988) and a 
variety of alkanes, alkenes and primary reference blends (Leppard, 1990). His method included 
the variation of compression ratio in a CFR engine for a given engine speed, intake temperature 
and pressure; this was for the measurement of intermediate species over a continuous range 
starting from negligible fuel reaction up to the point of autoignition. These were attempts to 
study the reaction chemistry up to autoignition in order to provide experimental data for the 
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Work conducted by Livengood and Wu (1955) provided important insight into correlating 
transient motored and fired engine data with static RCM data. Experiments were done with n-
heptane and a PRF 55 blend and were performed in a CFR engine, varying compression ratio 
to the threshold of knock. Good correlation resulted when using a single Arrhenius function, 
although as the experimental range was insufficiently spread to characterize the entire fuel 
autoignition model, the extent of success of the method and results is uncertain. Revisitation of 
this study and useful insight is given by Yates et al. (2005). See Figure 2-9. 
A similar study was performed by Rifkin and Walcutt (1957) using iso-octane in a motored 
engine to reconcile data extracted from experiments with a RCM and from motored engine 
ignition points. The study was unsuccessful in that correlation between the simple autoignition 
model and their engine results was poor. The reason behind this, offered by Yates et al. (2005), 
was due to the use of a single Arrhenius function derived from RCM data in the low temperature 
region to describe both high and low temperature regions that were effectively covered in the 
engine tests. 
It was the intention of this study to reproduce autoignition in a motored engine under similar 
experimental conditions and correlate this data to the new autoignition model for verification of 
the numerically derived parameters. The primary objective was to obtain experimental points 
straddling the NTC region and low and high temperature range of the fuel so that the scope of 
the proposed fuel autoignition model is sufficiently met. 
2.6.2 Representing motored engine data 
A useful technique to represent the gas conditions and autoignition properties of the fuel 
together for comparison was explored by Rifkin and Walcutt (1957) as well as by Livengood and 
Wu (1955), whereby isodelay contours of the autoignition properties of the fuel were overlaid on 
the pressure-temperature history of the in-cylinder gas under knock or autoignition limited 
conditions. The value of the ignition delay was then practically explored in relation to peak 
conditions of pressure and temperature of the gas mixture undergoing autoignition. Due to the 
problem in the mismatch of time scales, Douad and Eyzat (1978) proposed the calculation of a 
"mean effective" pressure and temperature, constrained to lie on the chosen isodelay curve. 
The proximity of the data points to the theoretical contour line where threshold knock occurrs is 
indicative of the accuracy of the autoignition model. For the current project application, this 
procedure was used in conjunction with the integral technique in order to validate the fuel 
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Figure 2-9: The representation of the Livengood and Wu engine data for n-heptane onto the 
predicted ignition delay map, courtesy of Yates et al. (2005) 
2.6.3 Explaining fuel sensitivity 
A study by Leppard (1990) explains the fundamental physical causes of sensitivity. It is 
explained that the first step in understanding fuel sensitivity lies in appreciating the comparison 
of MaN engine conditions with those of the RON method, namely: higher temperatures, slightly 
lower pressures (due to pressure drop in the inlet system, owing to higher engine speed) and 
lower reaction times (due to higher engine speed). Secondly, the octane scale is defined 
according to the autoignition behaviour of the reference fuels, which exhibit NTC behaviour. It is 
the combination of these factors which lend to result in what is known as fuel sensitivity (defined 
as (RON - MaN). 
Paraffinic NTC behaviour becomes less pronounced as conditions change from RON to MON. 
This equates to higher compression ratios being required to induce autoignition in the MaN test 
than would be required in a fuel displaying no NTC behaviour. Thus, fuels displaying NTC 
behaviour are super-rated by the motor octane number. Since the reference fuels are paraffinic, 
this behaviour is incorporated into the octane scale itself. Sensitive fuels not exhibiting NTC 
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3 Experimental Method 
3.1 Test point determination 
In order to predict the required thermodynamic conditions for autoignition in the experimental 
engine, a zero-dimensional autoignition model was developed. The engine conditions were 
prepared so that the final range of autoignition points would provide sufficient information to 
confirm the accuracy of the ignition delay model. Equations for ideal gases under polytropic 
conditions were incorporated in the model using geometric and dynamic values specific to the 
engine used. For the purpose of simplification, an averaged value for the ratio of specific heats 
(a) for a stoichiometric mixture of n-heptane and air was used in the prediction model. An 
ignition delay model for the fuel undergoing autoignition was incorporated, based on the three 
Arrhenius equation with parameters specific to n-heptane; this was developed by Yates, et al 
(2005) and was discussed in chapter 2. 
Equation 2-15 
IcrU dt J-=l 
1=0 T Equation 2-16 
Using the conservation of ignition delay correlation developed by Livengood and Wu (1955) (as 
mentioned in chapter 2), autoignition was designated as occurring when the integral, calculated 
from the summation of the reaction ate for each time step, had reached a value of unity. The 
results of the model were used to establish the points and likelihood of autoignition in the engine 
cycle for varied thermodynamic inlet conditions and engine speeds. The conditions which would 
best describe the region of interest on the ignition delay surface map, the NTC region, were also 
determined. This then led to the determination of the design and modification criteria for inlet 
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Figure 3·1' The ignition delay characteristic map for n.heptane 
Figure 3·2; The representation of predicted autoign,tion points for design engine cond,tions on 
isodel~y curves of n-heptane 
Possible autoigni l ion points occurring from between 0 - 15'; A TOe (brought about by peak 
conditions of temperature and pressure in the engine model according to adjusted inlet 
conditions) were found to lie most ly in the region bel'Neen isodelays of 2 and 5 ms (as 











sud1 as a rapid compression machine, the mixture would autoigMe m that M1e An Is.odelay of 
2 5 ms was chosen to repres","1 {he ilutol l;ln' tion po,nts of the engine model on iI fuellgnlbon 
delay plot to gauge the effectiveness of the range of conditions In mapping the IQl'lltIOn delay 
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3.2 Modelling results 
By adjusting parameters such as compression ratio and inlet thermodynamic conditions, the 
conditions for autoignition were determined for the fuel in study, n-heptane, as well as other 
fuels. The current compression ratio in conjunction with obtainable variation in inlet conditions 
was sufficient in describing the ignition characteristics of n-heptane in the required range. To 
provide variation in the time constant, different engine speeds of 2000 rpm and 3000 rpm were 
chosen. Inlet pressure choking to 0.4 bar was determined in conjunction with inlet air heating to 
600 K as sufficient in reaching areas along the fuels ignition delay curve for confirmation of the 
proposed autoignition algorithm. 
3.3 Direct data analysis 
This involved the incorporation of the autoignition algorithm using the pressure-temperature 
data points recorded and calculated from the experiments, for the purpose of predicting the time 
of autoignition. Proximity of the autoignition points viewed from the experimental traces and 
those calculated from the autoignition algorithm were compared in order to evaluate the original 
Arrhenius parameters derived from Chemkin simulations. The time coordinates for the 
beginning of the cool flame reaction were also compared between the actual and theoretically 
determined values. 
3.4 Autoignition engine model 
An engine model was set up in an attempt to match the pressure and temperature histories 
measured from the engine experiments. The purpose of the model was twofold: firstly, the 
model was used, in conjunction with the measured data, to investigate the effect of modification 
of autoignition parameters describing the ignition delay characteristics of the fuel; secondly, 
thermodynamic trends deduced from the model were used to expose experimental errors 
associated with the study, as well as to investigate the effectiveness of the device in 
characterising ignition delay. Initial pressure measurements were adjusted using the model, 
owing to uncertainty existing between the value of the pressure measured upstream from the 
inlet valve (proposed as the initial pressure) and the actual value at inlet valve closure; this was 
as a result of the inlet manifold air dynamics for the experimental engine being unknown. The 
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Thus it is seen that two sets of A, n, [3 are necessary to define the autoignition history profile. 
The first set constitutes the reaction chemistry leading to overall autoignition and the second set 
constitutes the reaction chemistry leading to the cool flame reaction. The Arrhenius parameters 
A, nand [3 approximate the global reaction chemistry in both cases and were determined from 
empirical data. The values of parameters nand [3, however, have a smaller error margin as they 
are more strongly associated with fundamental reaction chemistry. The parameter A (although 
also associated with fundamental reaction chemistry) represents the intercept of the ignition 
delay curve and is determined from empirical data. This parameter in both cases was therefore 
subject to modification to coerce correlation between the model and test data reaction times. In 
calculating the temperature rise from the cool flame event, the parameter C1 was modified for 
correlation purposes. Originally this parameter was calculated using a function of initial 
temperature versus temperature increase from Chemkin results; and since it is only a proposed 
theoretical value, it may therefore be subjected to modification. Chemkin derived Arrhenius 
coefficient values used in this thesis is given in Table 3-1. 
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4 Experimental Setup 
In this chapter, the commissioning of the experimental apparatus, test procedures and data 
acquisition are discussed. 
4.1 Experimental apparatus 
The requirements of the project are reviewed here for the purpose of discussing the design and 
modification of the experimental apparatus accordingly. 
1. Modify an existing single cylinder engine with the capabilities for heated inlet 
manifold air temperature to 600 K and choked inlet air pressure to 0.4 bar. 
2. Modify the inlet system so that it can be operated with a fuel injection system, with 
the potential of adjustability for different fuels, equivalence ratios and air densities 
through heating and choking of the inlet air. 
3. Insert the relevant transducers and equipment for engine test data acquisition and 
analysis. 
4. Build a dynamometer system, consisting of a frame, driving element and load 
control system. The engine should have motoring speed variability from 600 -
3000 rpm. 
An existing Briggs and Stratton engine-generator unit was provided by Sasol for the research 
project. The rapid heat release characteristic of uncontrolled autoignition in engines results in a 
corresponding rapid pressure rise of the in-cylinder gases. This usually results in severe engine 
damage if allowed to continue over a prolonged period, so for the purposes of this project a 
small, easily replaceable engine was chosen. A smaller engine with a reduced induction volume 
also has the advantage of having a higher relative safety factor with regard to continual in-
cylinder pressure stresses when compared to an engine with larger capacity and thus was more 
suited to the type of experimentation undertaken. 
Table 4-1: Engine specifications 
Specification Units Values 
Bore mm 72 
Stroke mm 26 
Swept Volume cc 215 
Compression ratio - 8.5:1 











4.2 Modifications and design of the inlet manifold 
A new inlet manifold was desogned for the purposes of experimentation including 
1 Air-mass meter (feedback to the fuel measuring control unit) 
2 Inlet air throttle device (control of inlet air pressure) 
3 Air plenum (dampening pulsations from Single cylinder induction for pressure 
measurement In the air Inlet) 
4 Inline air heater (control of inlet air temperature) 
5 ElectroniC fuel InJection (control of the rate of fuel metering With accuracy) 
6. Fuel inJector cooling 
Details of deslgll and speCification are in AppendiX B. 
2.2 kW Inline 
Air Heater 
Ball Valve Choke 
::----' 
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4.3 Experimental engine dynamometer system 
An AC induction motor with a variable speed drive controller was specified for motoring the 
engine at the deSired speeds Under firing or autoignit lon conditions a load control system was 
required for speed control via the generator. A resistor bank of 8 kW, mounted ·,n the extractor 
system for safety purposes and a 10 kW maximum load dimmer were used to control the power 
shedd,,'Ig of the generator and thus the speed of the engine A dynamometer frame was 
constructed to mount the machines The details of design and speCIfication for the 
dynamometer system are in AppendiX A 
8 kW Resistor Bank 
Figure4·2: Load control system 
4.4 Fuel injection system 
The first step for fuet metering under conditions using different fuels, equivalence ratios and 
dynamIC air density variation Involved the replacement of the carburettor with a fuel Injection 
system. An electronic control unit cons isting of a Motorola JK1 8-blt flash memory 
microcontroller with onboard ADC regulated the fuel injector pulse width and frequency 
according to input Signal values. The input signals. consisting of the revolution counter and 
laminar flow element air mass flow, were compared with values arranged in a lookup table 













Air Ma_MflterSignal ~----' 




Figure 4-3: Control loop for fuel delivery system 
The lookup table contains values that may be altered and uploaded to the ECU memory via a 
serial port to a computer. Linear interpolation between the values results in an output pulse 
width signal controlling the length of time that the injector solenoid remains open and therefore 
the mass of fuel injected. The frequency of injection is regulated by the engine speed and the 
injection event occurs once every two revolutions. Details for the workings of the fuel delivery 
system may be found in Appendix C. 
Since fuelling of the engine in autoignition mode was limited to small time intervals in order to 
prevent engine damage, the calibration for a certain equivalence ratio had to be performed 
under normal fired conditions; sufficient time was therefore given to fine tune the fuelling without 
incurring damage to the engine. For purposes of commissioning the device, the lookup table 
was calibrated under stoichiometric conditions for a locally obtained 95 octane commercial fuel 
using the technique described below. 
A lookup table was initially generated using simple airflow calculations involving a constant 
volumetric efficiency and was hard-coded onto the chip as the default storage setting. Further 
modification to this table for exact stoichiometric conditions was performed using empirical 
results from fired engine tests. Under varying engine speeds, inlet temperature and pressure 
conditions, the air fuel ratio was adjusted manually by overriding the air mass signal with a 
variable DC voltage source. The tests were performed under firing conditions with the use of a 
spark plug to initiate burning. The speed of the engine was controlled using the load shedding 
system during engine firing. Stoichiometric conditions were then adjusted using negative 
feedback from a lamda sensor mounted in the exhaust stream. 
The data collected from the tests was used to develop an empirical volumetric efficiency 
function to calculate input values in the lookup table under stoichiometric conditions. The 
injection duration function that best correlated the experimental with calculated values was 













Chapter 4: Experimental Setup 
Equation 4-1 
ID is the injection duration value (corresponding to mass of fuel per cycle) 
p is the air density (based on inlet temperatures and pressures) 
N is the engine speed 
Ti is the inlet temperature 
Pi is the inlet pressure 
The volumetric efficiency function consisted of the product of a polynomial function of engine 
speed, an initial temperature term and an initial pressure term. The last term in the equation 
describes the change in pressure between inlet and exhaust, indicative of its effect on 
volumetric efficiency. Details on the technique are described in Appendix C. 
4.5 Transducers and data acquisition 
For the purposes of the project, four measured inputs were required for simultaneous sampling 
and capturing: 
1. TDC marker 
2. Inlet absolute pressure 
3. Inlet temperature 
4. In-cylinder pressure 
Other measurements (taken for control purposes) are labelled in Figure 4-4, and including the 

































.... -- FUEL 
INJECTION 
Figure 4-4: Schematic of inlet manifold modifications and attached transducers 
4.5.1 TOC marker 
The previously mentioned revolution counter consisted of an optical sensor that was triggered 
every revolution by a disk attached to the engine flywheel. The signal was fed to the ECU which 
regulated fuelling, as well as being a requirement for data acquisition for positioning of the in-
cylinder trace as a function of crank angle. A technique was used to calculate the offset of the 
signal marker to true TOC, which is described in Appendix O. 
4.5.2 Inlet pressure 
The inlet pressure was measured using a Huba Control (691.90000005) absolute pressure 
transducer mounted in the air plenum. 
4.5.3 Inlet temperature 
The inlet temperature was measured using a thermocouple mounted directly above the inlet 
valve. 
4.5.4 In-cylinder pressure 












4.6 Data acquisition 
Dala was recorded on a lour-channel $Imu~aneous sampling {l5C11105COpe wrth capabil~11!S of 
storage onlO USB dnve The data h'" .... ere Imporled and analysed usrng MicJosoll E~cel 
Au1olgnition C~plu,. Tnlee 
, 
a I , 
" I + • I " _,eo..nt .. • nliaIl<lfV""""e • • ,3 " - ....... Pr~ .. u,., • , , n..:-._~,~ ..... ~ ~ 
:: i 
, 
• " , " " ,ol~ , .or5 -<lf5 ~ ·0 ?"S ·0 ~.l5 , 
Time (sJ 
Figure 4·5: Progression 01 motoring to autoignition development in three successivo cyc les with 
"multaneous ly logged inlet condItion signals. 
4.7 Experimental procedure 
The a"IOlgMlOO e~perrments uSing n-heplane weoe performed Wllhln Ihe paramelers described 
10 Table 4-2 (oblarnable w~h Ihe devICe). rhe Imenlion beIng Ihal rhe varlallon 01 condrtlOos 
would provIde sufllc.ent InformatIon to descr,be Ihe characterrsr c rgnttlOn delay m.lp. rncludrng 
Ihe NTC ,eglOn. 
Table " ·2: e"perimwolal operating paramelers 
SIX autoignltlon test po.nts were acqUired as a means to conl .. m the proposed Arrheni ll~ 
parameters of the new autolgni1lon algorithm Fuel was Injected after thermal conditIOns had 
reached &qll ll ,brium. Due to heal loss from the Inlet as a resu lt of cooling of the Injector, It was 
not possible to reach the maxrmum deSign temperature at low 110'011 rates (lOW engine speed) 
wlthoul runn ing the risk of damage to the heater 
Figure -t.t) showS a flOwchart of Ihe elo per lmenlal procedure. 










Chapter 4: Experimental Setup 
Initial preparation 
1. Tum on water cooling for pressure transducer and fuel injector. 
2. Switch on motor controller, transducer power supply, ECU and oscilloscope. 
3. Switch on fuel pump (return hose unblocked and in fuel tank). 
YES 
SWitch on temperature controller 
Download lookup table into ECU 
Set to required engine speed 
(load dimmer in medium position) 
Set target temperature (variac input to controller adjusted lOO-220V. 
Rate of heating control and limit voltage for heater protection) 
Lower inlet pressure, ball valve 
Run engine until equilibrium 
temperature is reached. 
Switch on fuel injector 
Slowly adjust choke pressure 
upwards until autoignition occurs 
Trigger oscilloscope. Switch off 
fuel injector. Record data. 
YES 
NO 
Switch off fuel injector 
WARNING: If motor trips 
at any stage it is imperative 
that motor is restarted as 
soon as possible to restore 
air flow through heater, 
which may bum out if not 
supplied with air. 
DONE 
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5 Preliminary Data Correction 
5.1 Initial pressure correction 
The pressure at inlet valve closure was initially assigned the value measured upstream in the air 
plenum. This assumption was rejected after discovering that a series of motored engine tests 
under different inlet air choking conditions and speeds indicated otherwise. The pressure at the 
inlet valve was different from that which was measured upstream due to air dynamics arising 
from the conditions and geometry of the inlet system. 
A motored engine model was prepared using ideal gas relations and a polytropic compression 
coefficient of 1.4 for air. Initial pressures were adjusted in the model until the maximum pressure 
correlated with the maximum compression pressure for each test. A correlation equation was 
then developed to incorporate the pressure difference in the initial pressure value measured in 
the autoignition experiments. The equation included initial pressure measured in the air plenum 
and engine speed as variables. Initial temperature was found to have a negligible effect on this 
normalised pressure value after investigating its effect in further motored air experiments. The 
proposed equation was of the form: 
Pi normalised = ao + a1· Pi measured + a2/rpm Equation 5-1 
IVC Initial Pressure Correlation R2 = 0.984 
120 
"C 100 
G) -t.) 80 :c 
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Chapter 5: Preliminary Data Correction 
Table 5-1: Test points from motored tests with proposed inlet pressure corrections 
Pi Pi 
Speed measured normalised 
(rpm) (kPa) (kPa) 
997 99.2 82.8 
1003 81.0 64.2 
1010 60.6 49.6 
2013 98.6 100.9 
2007 80.9 78.7 
2013 60.3 59.5 
3000 97.9 109.0 
3008 80.3 88.0 
3000 60.9 67.7 
3000 40.0 47.0 
5.2 Autoignition trace modelling 
An engine model was developed for the purpose of establishing correlation with the autoignition 
test data traces. The model included the incorporation of the autoignition algorithm, the effects 
of which could be investigated and modified in a motored engine system. The effect on the 
autoignition model as a result of modifying engine variables could also be studied. The model 
could also be a useful tool in explaining possible sources of experimental error. 
Compression of an ideal gas may be described using polytropic gas equations, where the 
polytropic coefficient equals the ratio of specific heats under isentropic compression conditions. 
Unfortunately, the exact values of these polytropic coefficients were not known from the 
autoignition experiments. The coefficient is a function of the heat transfer and the constituents of 
the gas mixture being compressed, which comprises of air, fuel and residual exhaust gas. Since 
the exact proportion of each constituent as well as the heat transfer was not known, the 
coefficient value could not be determined. The presence of residual exhaust gas was reduced 
during experimentation by recording the first autoignition trace after slowly increasing inlet 
pressure in the inlet under choked conditions. This, however, did not eliminate pre-reactions 
from occurring in the preceding compression traces to autoignition. A single polytropic 
coefficient was used in the model for each test to best approximate the compression portion of 
the trace. These values, however, did not serve to strictly represent a particular path of heat 
transfer in each case, but rather to validate a method that would best correlate the simplified 
model with the test compression traces. It was necessary to investigate a specific value in each 











Chapter 5: Preliminary Data Correction 
5.2.1 Method I 
In each autoignition test trace a cool flame reaction was seen to occur before the autoignition 
reaction. Polytropic coefficients were adjusted in the model in each case until the maximum 
compression temperature value reached an extrapolated line from the compression portion of 
the autoignition temperature trace just before the cool flame reaction. The heat transfer effect 
was not explicitly included in the model using this method and it was discovered from 
comparison between the model and test traces that significant heat gain appears to have 
occurred in the compression stroke. The values derived from this method, however, are under 
estimates of the isentropic values, indicating net heat loss. A heat transfer model could 
therefore assist correlation with the actual test data traces in the use of this method. 
5.2.2 Method II 
The second method involved the use of compression pressure traces preceding the autoignition 
trace. Polytropic coefficients were adjusted in the model in each case until the maximum 
pressure of the test data compression trace was reached. These coefficients were then used to 
derive an experimentally determined correlative equation, in order to assign a polytropic 
coefficient for the model in each case. Upon investigating the test data temperature traces 
derived from pressure, it was seen that in each case preceding reactions to global autoignition 
(cool flame reactions) occurred; this was seen as a temperature rise in the trace. This did not 
offset the dependency of this method, as the cool flame reaction in the test data helped to offset 
the heat transfer effect which was not included in the model. For this reason, the second 
method was preferred in the modelling application for obtaining and discussing results. The 
equation describing the value of the polytropic coefficient of the model for each test showed the 
best correlation using the variable of initial temperature measured at IVC. Having achieved good 
correlation in the determining equation gave credibility to this method as an empirically 












between the model and test traces that Significant heat gam occurred m the compression stroke 
A heat loss model would therefore assist correlation with the actual test data traces in the use of 
th,s method. For the present purposes, however the adiabatic approximation sufficed_ 
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Figure .5 • .5 : Test data pressure trace with model compression trace using polytropic coefficient 
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T~ble 5-2. Pol~troplt cOQlliciont v~tlM!l for ~utoign;t; on model 
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5.3 Definition of cool flame and autoignition reaction time 
II was necessary to de/1M correctly the l ime of the iOillatlOn of both C<Jol flame and aU\olgMion 
rea~lIons In the lest data temperatule uace~ This was a~hleved through the calculation of the 
denvatr,e of the temperature data t~ce The cool fiame and autoignrtlOn reactions are dellr.ed 
as Instantaneous In compansoll With the time delay leading up 10 Ihe event Thus the denvatlve 
of Ihe temperature trace Indicates areas of heat release associated With the cool flame and 
autolgnition reactions The points of m9~imum r9 te of heat release were defined as points In the 
time scale of the IMletlon ol reaction The lemperature rise in the coo l flame was defined as the 
temperature difference between the two pOints on either Side of the protrusion in the 
temperature differential graphs. examples of which are Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-9 
Ru .ction Rates 
••• Ro..... ru; .. 
• ) 02"1 .(Io)J1Xi I L -»02 -00195 
nme (51 
FigLn 5-1: Definition of cool tI~me reacllon time and extent 01 tempera ture rise u";ng dellvatlve 
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Figure 5-10: Position of aul olgnltlon reaction time shown on temperature trace 
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6 Results and Discussion 
6.1 Interpretation of test points 
Six autoignition tests were performed using n-heptane under varying inlet conditions and engine 
speeds. The strategy was that six points at widely differing operating pressures, temperatures 
and speeds would be sufficient to confirm the proposed shape of the ignition delay characteristic 
curve. Two points would be needed to characterise the gradient of the low-intermediate 
temperature domain of the fuel ignition delay curve, two pOints for the NTC region and two for 
the high temperature region. These test points along with their inlet conditions are in Table 6-1. 
Unfortunately, the n-heptane mixture failed to ignite in the engine below an inlet air temperature 
of 1 aaoc or using the original injector which was used for calibration of the lookup table with the 
commercial 95 octane fuel. It was suspected that differences in viscosity between the fuels 
(which were initially assumed to be negligible in effecting fuel metering) caused the mixture to 
be too rich for combustion. This injector was then replaced by one with a slightly lower flow rate, 
which resulted in autoignition of n-heptane under variable inlet conditions as well as being run 
constantly for a fixed load under homogenous charge compression ignition (HCCI) conditions. It 
was assumed that the slight deviation from a stoichiometric equivalence ratio would not upset 
the results from modelling the autoignition tests using the stoichiometric autoignition algorithm. 
Since the deviation in equivalence ratio would be constant, this would result in consistent results 
and an error that could possibly be corrected through an adjustment factor in the model. 
Table 6-1: Autoignition test conditions 
Test Speed 
Initial Initial Autoignition 
no. (rpm) 
Temperature Pressure Angle 
(K) (kPa) (ATDC) 
1 2056 356 95 19.9° 
2 2107 408 95 10.9° 
3 2070 424 87 15.8° 
4 3151 402 107 13.1° 
5 3132 435 107 5.4° 
6 3076 482 84 0.7° 
Figure 6-1 shows an isodelay curve of 2.5 ms for the fuel n-heptane generated by the three-
Arrhenius equation (Equation 2-15) mentioned in chapter 2. This reveals the pressure and 
temperature domain for which an ignition delay of 2.5 ms would occur in a rapid compression 
machine or any such measuring device under those constant conditions. As a practical feature, 











Chapter 5: Result.,.-,.j Dis.cusskll1 
the engme may be compared with the propertoes of the fuel itself To obtain these points. the 
actual pressure and temperature values at \\Ihlch autOlgmtlon occured were transformed into 
"mean effective" pressure and temperature values These values represent the points in the 
engine's compression cycle that would render a measured ignItion delay of 2.5 ms in an ~nition 
delay measuring device under these conditions, yet in a statically controlled environment The 
ignition delay values were calculated by ap~ying the three-Arrhenius autoignltion delay 
algorithm derived from Chemkin results direct ly to the measured temperature and pressure 
history of the engine The Arrhen ius parameters were not adjusted to correlate exac~y with the 
measure ignition delay time from the test data, since firstly: the predicted autoignit,on reaction 
time was observed to be close enough to the time measured and secondly; this was not 
required for the purpose of showing the general position of the test points In relation the 
characteristic ignitIon delay curve of the fuel 
It is seen from Figure 6-1 that four of the points lie in the high temperature region and two points 
from the tower engine speed lie In the high temperature region of the isodelay curve No points 
indicate having been mapped in the NTC region 
Test Points Represented on a 2.5 ms Isodelay Curve 
00 
w , , '" , '0 , r • --Te,: ",,"u _ T::o:lrpm 
" " '" ," w • • 
• Te. t Fb.nll _ 2000 rpm 
" 
"~ ,~ noc 
l~ mf>"ratur~ (K) 
Figure 6-1: Test points transformed and represented on a 2.5 ms isodelay for n.heptane 
Figure 6-2 shows the interception of a compression trace With an isodelay curve of n-heptane It 
is seen that the NTC reg ion is difficult to characterise as its gradient and the gradient of the 
compression trace are very simi lar. A small shift in any direction results tn the NTC region being 
missed, which explains \\Ihy no p61nts were mapped in the NTC regions despite having raised 
the temperature in smat l increments Therefore, despite the possibilities of points in the NTC 











Engine Cond it ions Represented on an Isodelay 01 n-heptane 
Temp."atu .e (K) 
Figure 6-2: Typical comprlnion trlll:l of losl ...,gone rep resented on an ;,;odel~y curve of n_ 
hepUne 
6.2 Direct data analysis 
A5 an 1nl\lal test. the new a",l oignlllon modal was applied dlrec lly to the pressure_tamparalure 
data !)(llnls of each tes t, USing parameters calcu lated from Chamkin re5ult5 This wa5 done In 
order to Investigate the proximity between the calcu lated points of auloign ltion and cool flama 
reactlon5 and the actual measured time In each case. 
Figure 6-4 shows the time difference ,n m;lhsaconcls between the algClf I\hm's precllction of 
autOtgllltlOll and the actual occurrence 01 the event A positive value clisplays a predicted bme of 
autOlglllllon oecumng before the actu~1 time Figure 6·5, however reveals that e'ffln though 
prediction of final auloogl'll00n w~s with n 0 1 ms In all cases, the errOr cll/ference 11'1 the cool 
Harne timing IS 6IQn ficantly larger, the predicted time was much latef than Ihe actual event An 
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Figure 6·3. Enmp~ 01 predl~llon pOints 01 reactIon versus menured points 01 reaclio n 
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Figure 6-S: Time d,fforoo<:e bGtwoen predicted and measured cool flame reaction 
The model temperatures at ,nlet ~alve closure (assumed to be equal to the meas...-ed manifold 
temperature) werell'lCreased until the dlfferel'lCes between ca lculated and measured va lues of 
coot flame ' eact ion timeS CoinCided, uSing the Ar rhenius parameters determined Irom detai led 
Chemkon models This brou\lht IXlth cool flame and autol\lnition reaction points in li ne in each 
set, which seemed to I nd~ale the posslbl l Iy of error In the assumed values af the temperature 
used lor the engine model The results are shown below In Figure 6-6 ta Figure 6-11 as well as 
3 \Iraph showing the c11ange In temperature tha t is requ ired for alignment of the meas...-ed and 
calculated points In Flg ... e &'12 A treMMe 0f1 the points indicates consistent correlation 
betW€en initial temperature and Ihe retlu lred change In temperature 
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Figure 6-11. Result~ of adjusted Initial temperature for cool flame coine idence of predIction 
model, test point 6 
Figure 6-12 shows the ternperatu.-e offset required for a best fit ootween model alld test data 
reaction times as a function of the initial temperature. The average temperature offset was in the 
region of 70 K, which ',S a significant deviallon from the measured values. The discrepancy 
could be explained by an error in temperature measurement assumed for inlet conditions at IVC 
or in fuel metering Convective heat transfer to the cylinder gas during the induction stroke was 
not included In the mod~ The value of the temperature at IVC in the model was designated as 
the temperature measured above the inlet valve Anlnducllon cycle was modelled uSing a 
convection correlation developed by Woschni (Heywood 1988) An eIl9ine speed of 3000 rpm 
ullder ambient inlet conditions and a cy linder wall temperature of 400 K resulted ill a 
temperature Increase of appmxlmately 30 K ~t the end of the Induction stroke This Indicates 
that the devlallon In the auto lgnitlon points could in part be attributed to the error In the assumed 
initial temperature at Ive as a result of this convective heatillg effect as heat loss correction 
was not applied to the data The discrepancy could also be attributed to fuel droplets landing on 
the thermocouple. ThIS \\IOuld resu 't in readings ooillg lower than actual manifold temperatures, 
which would be consistent with the findings of Figure 6·12 
Another possibility of error exists If the fuelling conditiolls were leaner than stoichiometric. A 
richer mi:<ture would auto lgnite qUicker, which expl~ins the need for the inferred temperature to 
be increased in order lor the model to co inCide with the expenmental data A linear correlation 
further supports this observation The fuel metering system was cal ibrated for a stoichiometric 
air-fuel ratio using a standard 95 octane fu~, which means that any systemallc d iscrepancy in 
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6.3 Autoignition engine model 
Further Investigation of the test data was conducted through the construction of a model trace 
with autolgmtlon predicl lon capabll ,toe s fO!" Ihe purpose of correlation along w,th the tesT deta 
tr<K.eS Two app r oa~hes were devised to obtain re9li$ti c polylropic coefficient <lPpt"oxlmat lons for 
use on Ihe model The fiflit method invoi~ed the adJ u ~tment of Ihe coeff'Glen t until the mooei 
compression trace reached the tmear ema»Oialton of the test data temperature cu.ve betore 
COOl Ilame reaction In a s,mllar manner the $9COOd method Involved the use of compre"~fI 
triilC~ '" eaCl'l leo;l 0CC\im1\g be\OIe \I\e aU\OIgt\\\'OI"\ h ate. A collelauve equat.on depenoant on 
tnJ!"" ,emper;>lure was lhen used to define Ine poIylfoplc coefflC1em These mel nods iI.e 










6.3.1 Method I results 
Temperature Trace 
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F'IIure 6-13. Model and t~t d.ita correlat iQn with modified Arrhenius p,a ram. ,el'$ (A" C,. A,). test 
110 11114 
Figure 6-14 shows the percentage difference that each Arrhen ius parameter se t (A , C" A,J 
would h a ~e to De modif ied In order for the posit ions of coo l f lame and autoignitlOn reaction times 
of the model to col n ~ l de with ~alues measured ITOm the test data (an example of wI'1lct1ls 
represented In Figure 6-13) These results were captured uSing a model wllh polytropIc 
coe(f,ctents def,ned accord ng to the first methOd dl$CusseO Figure 6- 14 reveals that . e_c:epl for 
the ob~lous outlier Delllg the I,rsl dina sel. lhe rest of the tests exhibit an ArrheniUS set change 
of very ~m"ar propor1lOns ThIS. may again indicate de~Iance In temperature readings recorded 
from the thermocouple and lhe actuallnlel temperalure condition at IVC In thiS case, the fairly 
ronSISlerit mod,f lCalion to ArrheniUS va'ues lhat was requited mdlcates eIlhei a COriSISletlt erro r 
va lue In the temperature readings or a fue ltlr'19 error, whereby the fuel ling In the test CW5 es were 











Auneniu. P~rilnleler ModifICation 
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Flgu •• 6·t4: Affh,nius piI.amete. tn<l(llllcat,on ~qui.ed fOf cOincidenca of cool IIlma allD 
I.utolgnltlon .uc tion lime; and cool n,nne tempe rature rise U$in9 polytropic coa Hl clan ta derived 
/ro m MethOd I 
6.3 .2 Method II results 
When the $econd method was employed to define a metdel polytropIc coeffICient. the followmg 
results were COllected as shown ,n Figure 6·15, The graph shows the resull$ to be strongly 
temperalure dependent (as the t8S1 data are arranged In two soeed sets of ,,'\Cr eas,ng In,l,al 
temperalure) This IS expected. as the polytroPIC coefflClenls were defined by lnil,al temperalure 
,n the COfrelahYIi equatIOn. ThiS may also ,nd,cate. howeyer the effect of radlallon heal loss on 
the temperature rlladmgs, as the reqUired Arrhen",J!j parameter moMK:at,on IS greater when the 
Initial temperature IS h;gher A higher In,tlal tempere!ure means higher radlaMn heat lo,ses 
trom the thermocouple which was not sh ielded In the experiments 










Arrhenius Pilrameter Modificiltion 
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Figure 6-1S: " .. hlnlus plramete. modification requi.ed 10' coinc lOencI 01 cool name and 
autoignllion reaction 'I ..... , Ind cooi llame tenlp<l'illure rise uSing polytrop.c cMJficients derived 
f,om Method II 
The fol lowmg graphs. Fi~ure 6-16 10 Figure 6-18, represent plot~ of the mO<lIIicalions made 10 
the Armenll/S paramelers as a funct,on of inmal tempe!alure. the obvIous trend being that the 
required parametef mochlication Increases with increased Inlhal temperature 
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Effect of 'nilial Temperatu.e on Arrhenius Parametor 
Modification 
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Figure 6_18: Inilial temperature versus Arrhenius pa.ameter IA.) mQdlfication 
The followir<g grapl1s, Fogure 6· 19 to Figure 6·24, represent the correlation oelween model arid 
lest data. the paramelers adj" sled ~e lni~ allempefa'ure aod the ArrheniUS parameter 
descnblng the temperature nse from heal released durrng the oool ltame reachon Imllal 
temperature was Inoeased unhl t he cooillame reaction tnes COincided and paJame1er value C, 
was adjusted unlll tOlal <I,,101 9OO10n reaction limes COincided 












Figure 6.19: Model and test data correlation with modified initial temperature and Arrhenius 
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Figure 6-20: Model and test dat~ correlation with mod ified initial temperature and Arrhenius 
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Figure 6·22: Model and t~t data corr.lallon witll modified initiallempe.aIU', and Arrheniu. 
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FIg ure 6-H : Model and test dau correia lio n w~h modified inill<tl tem~"lu" and Arrt..n lus 
p"amet ... {C,I. tos t point 6 
F~ure 6-25 shows the modif ICation 01 the In\\lal temperature from the onglnal va lue to secure 
cOrrelation of the mod~ ane! test troces Th iS graph IS consistent with Figure 6-16 to 
Figure S-18. wtucn show that an oncrease ,n ,n \lal temperature results in an Increase in required 












tnillal Tempera ture Modification 
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Fig ure 6-2S: In ilial lempenlure V,,",U$ ~dJ U S I&d Inilial lempe ralu~ lor cool ltame <:oIncl<Wnu (ll 
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Figure 6-26 Shows a proposed correlation for the m'llial temperature modifi cati ons reqUired The 
equation 15 01 the form: 
Correlal ion fo,loW .. 1 Tenlp&l"atu, e Modification 
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Figure 6_26: Gra ph showin g corre latio n fOI flIualion dllve loped 10 d &SC:nbe lempera! .. . . 
adjustment 1m coo l fla.". coinc iden ce of predoc tion model 
F~ure 6-27 shows the mod,fi calian of the Ar,hen"Js p3 ' ameler (e,) from the orlglnsl value to 
secure corre lattan of the model a nd test traces The adjusted values caused an exaggerated 
COOl flaml! reactllJn temperaturt! ri se In all cases General~, In the prevK)US figures (Ftgure 6-19 










to FIgure 6-24) the shape of the polylt'OPIC mOdel curve IS seen to lIe below the test data curve 
!)elore tile cool flame leadion_ Indlca;'1l9 heat gain of the cylInder 'IIr dunng the compressIon 
stroke Ahhough the defi n~ on of the polytroPIC coefliciem included some representatIon 01 heal 
uansf8f, It IS possible thai further 311&<111001 10 heat loss In the model could seIVe to represent 
thIs heat transfer and thereby re!>u't In grealer accuracy of the aulorgnillon model An Increase 
In heat gaIn In the temperature_tIme hIstory would serve to decrease the tIme reqUlfed tor both 
coo l flame and autolgnition reactIons to occur, thus reducing the error In percentage dIfference 
to onglnal ArrhenIUS values. 
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Figure 6-27: R"'lu ired modllication 10 A"hen lu. pa.mete. C, lor ove,"l1lutolgnIUon eoi",idente 
01 practlctlon model. 
The next set 01 resul ts inVolved the modificatIon of Inillal temperalure In order to malch cool 
flame reactIOn times between mod€! and tests and the moo,ficatlon of par;;lmeler C I In order to 
matd1 the temperature rise In the tes t data (defrnlld in chapter 5) parameter A was atso 
modified In order to match the Irnal autol~n'tlon reactIon tIme After InItial temperature 
adlU$lment It was found, accordIng 10 FIgure 6-26, that e~cept for the rnst data set, ArrhenIus 
modmcatlon was WIthin 7% of the onglnal proposed values This resuh further IndIcates the 
POS$lbltrty of an ur.::leriy,ng lemperalure error as temperature adjustment retiults In a smaller 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations 
7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
7.1 Experimental conditions 
Referring to Figure 6-1 and Table 6-1, it was concluded that a wider range of operating 
conditions needed to be employed in the device in order to explore a larger portion of the 
isodelay curve of n-heptane. Also, in the interests of testing other fuels in the engine, a larger 
operating range of thermodynamic conditions for fuel autoignition is imperative. 
The heating range for n-heptane was restricted by both the fuel and the heater capabilities. At 
initial temperatures lower than approximately 100DC, the fuel could not be caused to autoignite 
in the engine with the current compression ratio. At low engine speeds, the maximum usage of 
the heater was also limited. At speeds beyond 3000 rpm the heater's maximum temperature 
was not restricted, but for lower engine speeds, where air flow over the heater was less, care 
had to be taken that the surface temperature of the heater did not exceed 600 DC or damage to 
the ceramic sheath would occur. Since the heater control device was not fast-acting enough for 
limiting the temperature, the maximum power usage of the heater was limited manually, 
perhaps too safely below the maximum operating temperature of the heater. A recommendation 
therefore would be the inclusion of a fast-acting control device that would enable the operator to 
increase the initial temperature in the lower engine speed experiments. 
Another experimental restriction was on the lower speed operation of the engine, which was 
2000 rpm. The engine could not be accurately calibrated due to the generator not being able to 
operate effectively for load control below this speed. A lower engine speed would allow more 
time for the autoignition of the fuel over the compression cycle. This would therefore allow for 
operation of the engine at lower initial temperatures, and thus would also allow an extension of 
the operable range in the lower temperature regions of the isodelay curve. 
Greater variability in engine operation could also be achieved through the variation of the 
compression ratio without having to extend the capabilities of the heater. It was initially intended 
that a wide variety of fuels would be tested for the commissioning of the device by using 
different compression ratios. Changing of the compression ratio would be achieved by using 
spacers on the cylinder block after the machining of the cylinder head to its minimum allowable 
thickness. This method would only allow one compression ratio to be experimented with at a 











Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations 
engine operation. Greater variability in engine operation could also be achieved through 
supercharging the inlet. 
7.2 Ignition delay characterisation 
From a previous discussion of Figure 6-2 the NTC region proves difficult to characterise as a 
small shift in any direction results in the region being missed, despite attempts to raise the 
temperature in small increments. Possibly the best method to reach the NTC region would be to 
use a variable compression ratio test engine; this would allow for controlled incremental 
variation of thermodynamic properties without having to be concerned with controlling 
thermodynamic equilibrium of the inlet air through modification of inlet pressure as in the 
experiments undertaken. 
7.3 Experimental results from direct modelling 
Results from modelling the test data with an Arrhenius based autoignition prediction model 
indicated good correlation of overall autoignition when applied directly to the engine 
thermodynamic test data. Correlation with cool flame reaction times was improved significantly 
by artificially increasing initial temperature values. The increase of initial temperature did not 
adversely affect overall autoignition times, which seemed to indicate that the points were close 
to the confines of the NTC region (where overall ignition delay becomes independent of initial 
temperature). It was interesting to observe that the increment of the temperature increase for 
correlation was similar in all cases, indicating a constant offset of error. From these results, it 
was concluded that either an error in the equivalence ratio of the test mixture or an error in 
temperature measurement existed from the experiments (or both). A discrepancy could be 
explained by an error in the temperature measurement assumed for inlet conditions at IVC, 
which was consequently incorporated in the model. It was discussed that the deviation in the 
autoignition results could in part be attributed in part to the convective heating effect of the 
cylinder gases during the induction stroke. An induction model could be used to adjust the 
measured temperature at the inlet valve. Another explanation given was that fuel spray droplets 
landing on the thermocouple would explain the discrepancy in the measured to expected 
manifold temperatures. 
Temperature measurement was calibrated from a signal largely isolated from the electronic 
noise source, although it is possible that aerial transmission of electronic noise affected the 
temperature readout of the calibration device. It is therefore in the best interests of further usage 











Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations 
no noise is present or where the calibration device is ensured against picking up a transmitted 
noise signal. 
The errors involved in the reaction time correlation could also be explained as a result of 
metering an equivalence ratio that was different from a stoichiometric fuel mixture. Calibration 
for stoichiometry was performed for a 95 octane commercial fuel, but autoignition tests were 
performed on n-heptane and with a different fuel injector, as the original injector flow rate was 
concluded to result in too rich a mixture for autoignition. Any deviation in metering would 
therefore be a constant offset of equivalence ratio, which would seem to explain the similar 
amount of modification required for correlation with the stoichiometric autoignition model. It 
would therefore be advisable to retest the fuel metering system. Preferably, the fuel to be tested 
should be calibrated to stoichiometry. This would require testing to occur either under firing or 
autoignition HCCI conditions. Occurrence of damage to the piezoelectric pressure transducer is 
possible if the autoignition conditions are not controlled. This is why this method was not 
attempted in this project. Another possible method includes calibrating the test fuel metering 
under firing conditions, which implies the use of a test engine with variable compression ratio. 
Feedback for calibration would be achieved by the use of an oxygen sensor in the exhaust 
stream. 
7.4 Experimental results from indirect modelling 
Results from the modelling of the autoignition traces were presented according to two methods, 
which described the definition of a model polytropic coefficient. Results using the first method 
led to conclusions very similar to those proposed from direct analysis of the data. Direct data 
analysis using the new Arrhenius model and initial temperature modification led to a conclusion 
of experimental errors existing in either temperature measurement or fuel metering or both. 
Modification of Arrhenius parameters in the second set required for correlation of the model was 
very similar in most cases, which led to the conclusion that a constant error offset must be 
present in either fuelling or temperature measurement. Results from the model using a 
polytropiC coefficient defined by the second method gave a slightly different indication. 
Modification to Arrhenius parameters required for correlation was strongly temperature 
dependent, with increased error difference with a required increase in initial temperature. This 
led to the conclusion that if a temperature measuring error exists, it may be due to radiation heat 
loss from the thermocouple, as the thermocouple used was not shielded against radiation. A 
recommendation therefore would be to use a shielded thermocouple and to improve insulation 
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7.5 Further work 
A summary of recommendations for further work include: 
1. A greater range of operating conditions is required for testing other fuels. This 
invariably implies the use of different compression ratios of the engine to reach 
thermodynamic conditions capable of causing the higher octane fuels to autoignite. 
With the current setup, changing the compression ratio on the engine is a large 
undertaking if many iterations are required. The best approach would be either to 
modify the current engine for compression ratio variability during engine operation, 
or the use of an already existing variable compression ratio test engine. 
2. To increase the range of experimental conditions, it is recommended that a system 
be investigated that will allow tests to be run at lower speeds than those limited by 
the generator operation. A DC motor regenerative drive system would be more 
effective in controlling speed, as well as load, in a dynamometer setup, rather than 
one where separate elements are required to control these aspects. A system that 
would completely eliminate any generation of noise would doubtlessly avoid many 
unnecessary Signal cleaning and precautions that may have compromised an easier 
attainment of data in this project. 
3. A heater controller with greater capabilities than the one in current use would be 
necessary if the engine were to run at lower engine speeds. Another option would 
be the use of a cartridge heater with capabilities of use at lower flow rates. It is 
recommended that if the current setup is used, the thermocouples installed should 
be shielded. This will allow for correct readings at the heater outlet and inlet valve, 
where the effect of radiation is most prominent. In addition, calibration of the 
thermocouples should be performed with a meter that will not be affected by noise 
transmission as a result of motor controller operation. 
4. The problem of calibration of the fuelling system proved to be more complicated an 
undertaking than originally foreseen. Each fuel needs to be calibrated separately for 
reliable results to be acquired. This may only be possible with a variable 
compression ratio engine, where the fuel may be calibrated under autoignition and 
not under firing conditions. The best method would be through obtaining results 
where the equivalence ratio could be certified through negative feedback from an 
oxygen sensor in the exhaust stream. Care obviously would have to be taken that 
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Appendix A - Dynamometer Setup 
Appendix A Dynamometer Setup 
A.1 Engine specification 
A Briggs and Stratton engine-generator unit was provided by the Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory for 
the research project. The engine had previously been used for valve deposit tests for a range of fuels 
and fuel additives. 
Table A-1: Engine specifications 
Hardware 215cc, 7 hp overhead valve 4-stroke engine 
Model 138432 (OHV) 
Company Briggs and Stratton Corp. 
Table A-2: Engine mechanical specifications 
Displaced volume 215 cc 
Power rating 7.5h~ 
Crank throw 26mm 
Con rod length 90mm 
Cylinder bore 72mm 
Com~ession ratio 8.5 
Valve diameter 24mm 
Maximum valve lift 5.5mm 
Inlet valve opening angle 170 BTDC 
Inlet valve closing angle 2250 ATDC 
Exhaust valve opening angle 1350 ATDC 
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A.2 Generator specification 
The COUpled generator wa,-, used'o load the engIne du" ng testIng The unloaded potenloal dIfference 
p"oduc.d 101" d,ffenml motored speeds oj Ihe generator IS re<.orded In Figure A-3 From expenmenlatJon 
n was deduced that the minimum usable engIne speed lOf loading plWpo~ was 1800 rpm ('ndudlflg 











speed control) was req.llled for fuel ng ta' bl abOn under engine flnng condItIons whereas lor the actual 
au101gnlhon Ieslsloading was on~ requwed 10 prevenl runaway- of the engine once the fuel had begun 
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A. 3 Motor specification 
A separate dnvlng element was ,equlfed for motOring the engine at set speeds A 2 2 kW AC 
asynchronous Induction motOf With a variable speed inverter controller was used 
The desued englJle operating parametefS undef motored CO<1 dlllons included-
The OPtIon of "no-eas 'ng COI'npoesSlon ral'o U," to 20 1 











Appendix A - Dynamometer Setup 
Theoretically, the net work done in a motoring cycle for compression and expansion of the gases 
(excluding pumping losses and friction) is zero units. Equations were used from Cengal A. Y. and 
Boles, A. B; Thermodynamics -An Engineering Approach (1994) and Heywood J. B; Internal 
Combustion Engine Fundamentals (1988). 
bmep (brake) = imep (indicated) - tfmep (total friction) (I.C. Engine Fundamentals, P9 715) 
tfmep (bar) = 0.97 + 0.15(NI1000) + 0.05(N/1000)2 (I.C. Engine Fundamentals, P9 722) 
tfmep = 1.87 bar (using fired engine approximation at maximum 3000 rpm) 
bmep = 0 (motored cycle) 
imep = bmep + tfmep = 187 kPa 
Plolal(kW) = imep(kPa) x Vd(dm
3
) x N(rev/s)/nRI1000 
Ptolal = 187 x 0.215 x 3000160 1211 000 = 1.01 kW 
Therefore 2.2 kW is sufficient for motoring the engine. 
(I.C. Engine Fundamentals, P9 50) 
Calculating the momentary speed loss over the compression cycle under adiabatic conditions ... 
Maximum pressure 
PiP1 = c~ 
P2 = 201.4 = 66.3 bar 
Maximum temperature 
T2 = (PiP1) a-1/a .T1 
T2 = 994 K 
Required power at 3000 rpm 
3000 rpm ... 6.3(10r3 kg/s (air) 
We (kW) = mCy(ay~ T 
Cy at 650 K (average temp) = 0.776 
We = 6.3(10r3 x 0.776 x (994 - 300) = 3.4 kW 
Difference = 3.4 - 2.2 = 1.2 kW 
Energy from flywheel 
For the 200mm diameter, 3 kg flywheel: 











Appendix A - Dynamometer Setup 
The power required over the compression cycle for a compression ratio of 20: 1 results in a deceleration 
in engine speed by 7 rpm converted from the energy "stored" in the flywheel. The motor is sufficient to 
maintain the engine speed over the other cycles. 
Table A-4: Motor specifications 
Hardware 3-phase induction motor 
Model LS100L T 
Company Leroy Somer 
Power rating 2.2kW 
Synchronous speed 1425 rpm 
A.1.1 Motor controller 
The motor controller used was a 2.2 kW Digidrive Inverter which generated the 3-phase frequency for 
governing the speed of the motor. The motor operated at 50 Hz brought the engine over 3000 rpm. 
Table A-5: Motor controller specifications 
Hardware Variable speed inverter drive 
Model SE2D200220 
Company Leroy Somer 
Power rating 2.2kW 
A.1.2 Pulley specification 
The synchronous speed of the motor is 1425 rpm while the design maximum motoring speed is 
3000 rpm. Thus the speeding up ratio required for the belt drive is 1425/3000 = 0.48:1. A 95 mm 
diameter aluminium pulley was used, mounted on a transmission hub which was located centrally on 











Appendix A - Dynamometer Setup 
A.1.3 Belt specification 
Calculations taken from specification catalogue for "Wraxall belts and pulleys catalogue" 
Load factor 
Light duty (compressor), no idler, speeding up, 10 hrs and under operation ... 
(1+0.1) x 1.25 x 1 x 2.2 kW = 2.75 kW (Table F6) 
Belt type 
3000 rpm and 2.75 kW ... 90 x 1 SPA (Table F7) 
Speed ratio 
3000/1440 = 2.08 ... F52, sr = 2.1 
driven d = 95 mm, driver D = 200 mm ... 4.6 kW (1 belt) 
Max bore (driver/driven) ... 28/50 
Centre distance, belt length 
C = 2 x sqrt [(D+d) x d) = 335 mm 
L = 2C + (D-d)2/4C + 1.57 (D+d) = 1141 mm 
Power rating 
3000 rpm and d = 95 mm ... 3.55 kW / belt (Table F12) 
Additional power rating 
For sr = 2.1 and 3000 rpm increase ... 1.17 kW/ belt (Table F13) 
Power correction factor 
SPA and L = 1120 (1141) ... 0.88 (Table F8) 
Arc of contact 
(D-d)/C = 0.31 ... 163° wrap angle and 0.96 correction (Table F8) 
Power calculation 
(3.55+1.17) x 0.88 x 0.96 = 3.99 ... 4 
No of belts 
4/2.75 = 1.4 ... 1 belt required (90 x1 SPA), standard beltlength = 1180 mm 
A.4 Dynamometer frame 
The frame was welded together from 1.5 mm mild steel rectangular and square tubing. The motor was 
located underneath the engine and mounted on pivoting arms, its weight being used to tension the belt. 











Appendix A - Dynamometer Setup 
The vibration was reduced at these speeds by clamping the frame to the test cell rail (and not on rubber 
mounts as previously supported). This helped to stiffen the overall spring constant and thereby dampen 




MOTOR 10 I 
Figure A-4: Dynamometer setup schematic 
A.5 Load control system 
A resistor bank was constructed for converting the power generated by the engine under firing 
conditions into waste heat. The maximum power produced by the engine is 6 kW. The 8 kW resistor 
bank consisted of 4 2kW elements (25 n each) which were mounted in the extractor system air stream 
for heat removal and as a safety precaution. A 10 kW (maximum power output) dimmer was purchased 
to control the power shedding and thus speed of the engine under fired and autoignition conditions. The 
system enabled speed control under fired conditions for fuel calibration purposes and speed limiting 
control under autoignition conditions of the engine. 
un ~L.....--F==j GENERATOR 
I 
8 kW Resistor Bank 10 kW Dimmer Unit 
mounted in 
air extractor system 











Appendix B - Inlet Manifold Design Modifications 
Appendix B Inlet Manifold Design Modifications 
In order to meet the requirements for varying and measuring inlet conditions, the air inlet system of the 
engine needed to be modified and the following components incorporated: 
1. Air-mass meter (feedback to the fuel metering control unit) 
2. Inlet air throttle device (experimental control of inlet air pressure) 
3. Air plenum (dampening pulsations from single cylinder induction for pressure measurement 
in the air inlet) 
4. Inline air heater (experimental control of inlet air temperature) 
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INJECTION 
Figure 8-1: Inlet manifold modification schematic 
B.1 Air plenum 
The induction stroke in a 4-stroke engine occurs once every two revolutions of the engine, resulting in 
one induction pulse in a single cylinder engine. The purpose of the air plenum was to reduce pulsation 
so that the pressure sensor readings would not fluctuate. The combined effect of an increased volume 
and surface area from the inlet tube to the plenum through tapering of the pipe was designed to buffer 
this pulsation effect. 






















Figure B-2: Air plenum 
S.2 Air mass-meter design 
An air mass meter was required for signal feedback to the electronic control unit in order to inject the 
correct required amount of fuel into the inlet. Initially, a Bosch hot film mass-meter (0 280 217 110) (a 
BMW component) was considered for use. When this device was mounted in the inlet, however, the 
effects of pulsation were clearly seen and resulted in non repeatable readings. Linear correlation of 
averaged readings (after attaching a 200 I drum in series as a buffer tank situated before the mass-
meter) was fairly good after about 1400 rpm, although the impracticality of the set up and the original 
desire for operating below 1400 rpm led to the consideration of an alternative measuring device, a 
laminar flow element. 
Figure B-3 below shows the calculated versus actual results of the engine speed tests, when using the 
BMW massmeter and the 200 I drum. The straight lines are devised from the correlative data of 
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Appendix B - Inlet Manifold Design Modifications 
Figure 8-4: Laminar flow element schematic 
The equation for the pressure drop between two points situated in a laminar air stream between parallel 
plates is given as: 
(Pao, H. F., Fluid Mechanics, pg 176) 
A differential pressure transducer was purchased with an operating pressure range of 0 - 1 psi (0 -
6.9 kPa) and the laminar flow element dimensions were designed for the pressure drop to be within that 
range. 
Table 8-1: Design parameters of laminar flow element 
Number of plates (N) 19 
Distance between plates (b) O.5mm 
Width (h) 43mm 
When the flow element was connected in the inlet and tests were performed, the pressure transducer 
attached across the flow element showed unsteady pulsating flow readings. Electronic noise was also 
present in the signal as a result of the operation of the motor controller inverter. It was discovered that 
the average value of the pressure trace was a linear function of engine speed (and thus flow rate) over 











meier despole the presence 01 a pulsatl"'J sognal over lhe lest range To avelage Ihe Signal a readier 
Clfcull was buill and coonected on the signal oulput The signal was also atJJusted for the Inpul range 01 
the AOC ,nput lor the ECU (0 - 1 5 V) and f,'tered so that the error on read,ng wovld not e ' ceed 7 mV 
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Figu,e 8 -5: lamina r tlgw .lemWit cal ibration curv. 
8 .3 Throttling device 
A Y, sta,nless steel bao '] valve was used to atJJust the nlel pressure from 1 to a 4 bar The e)(penmentaoi 
rll@thoduseddurlng autoignit'on testi"'J was to choke the ,nlet airll ow whll!! motoring the eng"'I6. then 
Inject tl1e test ftJ .. l undef heated Inlet conditIOns and the!1 finally, slowly adjust the ,nlet pressure unlll 
autO lgnltoon occurred. The inlo>\ po .. ssure was measured us.ing an ab501ut .. pressure sensor mounto>d In 
the alf plenum, tho:! operating range for the transducer was 0 -1 bar and Ihe ou tput a - 5 V Due to 
Interference n<*.;e from the Inverter elrlVI! , thl! signal had 10 be calibrated according to It s normal output 
In addition to an offset voltage Details of Iransducers aM signal procel;smg ale diSCussed In 
ApPendl ~ 0 
, 
Com~ny 












Appendix B - Inlet Manifold Design Modifications 
B.4 Inline air heater 
The design temperature range for the inlet air was from 300 - 600 K. For this purpose a convection 
heater was sourced from Leister, a company specialising in process heat and plastic welding 
applications. Formulae and engineering constants are taken from Chapman, A. J; Heat Transfer (1967) 
and Cengal A. Y. and Boles, A. B; Thermodynamics - An Engineering Approach (1994). 
The maximum required temperature for the inlet air is 600 K at the maximum specified engine speed 
3000 rpm, giving a total mass flow rate of 6.3(10r3 kg/m3 , which is about 320 I/min. The energy rate 
required to heat air from ambient temperature at this flow rate is given as: 
Q = m!:lh 
M = C p,ave (T2 - ~ ) (kJ/kg) 
M = 1.03 x 300 = 309 kJ/kg 
Therefore Q = 309 x 6.3(10)-3 = 1.95 kW (excluding heat loss) 
Taking heat loss into account, forced convection heat loss calculations are required. 
Thermal conductivity constants (k, in W/m.K) of the following substances were used: air (0.026), steel 
(80.2) and glass fibre (0.043) (Thermodynamics - An Engineering Approach, pg 95). 
Heat loss from a multilayered cylinder by conduction and convection is given as: 











Appendix B - Inlet Manifold Design Modifications 
Figure 8-6: Schematic for heater calculations 
The Reynolds number calculated for air flow within the pipe indicated turbulent flow (Re ~ 10000) . A 
Nusselt number approximation for forced turbulent convection, with temperature differences greater 
than 1000F is given as 
(Heat Transfer, pg 336) 
Pr = pCp h = Nu.k 
Using k and convective heat transfer coefficient d results in a convective heat transfer 
coefficient of 26, for inner diameter 25 mm. 
For free convection around the outer cylinder the Grashoff-Prantl product is considered with: 
gd 3 p2 f3I1T 
Gr = =--'--'---
Jl2 
arriving at constants C = 0.525 and m = % for Nu = C(Gr.Pr)m (Heat Transfer, pg 361). 
The resulting free convective coefficient was calculated as 9. Total heat loss over 300 mm of pipe 
assuming a minimal lagging instance results in 165 W over the length. 
The cartridge heater sourced was 2.2 kW heater, providing an immediate outlet temperature of 6000C 
at 300 I/min. The minimum flow rate for full constant supply of 220 V is 200 IImin, thus a heater 











50 nwn downstream from the hl'!ater and other therl"locouples for measurement were mounted over the 
Inlel and exhaust pol1s respectively 
T.ble B-3: tW.t" el'ment .pecific~tlon$ 
Mod"t 
flow,"le 
8 .5 Fuel injector 
The carblXellor system w~ upgrooad 10 a fuel injeclloo system for the purpose of exactIng control 01 
fuetling lo[ experiments WIth different ft.lels and Inlet a,r density conditlOOS In oroer \0 prevent heat 






Flgu •• 8.7 Injector cooling 
Two Bosch Injector 1ype5 wl'!re used In the course of file proJe<;! (0280 150 727. 0280 t SO 208) The 
,nted,on system was c:a:,brated us'ng type 0280 150 208 and a conwnerC:lal9S oc:tane fuel It was 
Intended that thiS Injec:tor would ~rve to meter the test lUI'll .... heptane In tile aLllorgnlllOO eXperiments 










Appendix B - Inlet Manifold Design Modifications 
It was found, however, that after the calibration process n-heptane could not be caused to autoignite in 
the engine. It was suspected that differences in viscosity between the fuels (which were initially 
assumed to be negligible in effecting fuel metering) caused the mixture to be too rich for combustion. 
This injector was then replaced by one with a slighter lower flow rate, type 0280 150 727, which 
resulted in autoignition of n-heptane under variable inlet conditions as well as in being run constantly for 
a fixed load under homogenous charge compression ignition (HCCI) conditions. It was hoped that any 
deviation from a stoichiometric equivalence ratio would not upset the results from modelling the 
autoignition tests using a stoichiometric autoignition algorithm. Since the deviation in equivalence ratio 
would be constant, this would result in consistent results and an error that could possibly be corrected 
through an adjustment factor in the model. 
Table 8-4: Injector specifications 
Hardware Fuel injectors 
Model 0280 150 727, 0280 150 208 
Company Bosch 
Power supply 12VDC 
Injection duration at 146 ml/min, 156 ml/min 











Appendix C Fuel Delivery System 
C.1 Mechanical fuel delivery system 
The fuel delivery system consisted of a fuel tank low pressure filter (GUO). fuel po.omp {Bosch} hogh 
pressure filter (Frarn), pressure gauge fuel l~.or (Bosd'l) vacuum ad,usled pressure gauge (the 
vacuum adlustmenllube of .... h,Ch .... as oonnecled 10 the aIr plenum) arvJ relllrn Pipe Th" system .... as 
preS$UriSed from 3 - 3 S bars IJy t he fue l pump 
Au pl<num ----= 
v .cuurn .dJu.t, d 





F'IIU'" C· I Med\~ .. oc.1 lul1l delivery syst.,.., 
C.2 Electronic control 
ruoJpuc:p 
rueJlilt" 
An eectron lc cootrol unit COOS I S~ng Clf a MCllorota JK' 8-011 fiash memo!), mlC/oCOlltroller With onboard 
POC regulated the fuel ,nleClOf pulse width and fl equent)' aCOJrding to the ,npu\ Signal " alues The 
'!'(lUIS COflSlstong of the revcllt.lCIn counter aod lam,nar now element air massllow were oomoared Wllh 
valves aflanged ,n a IOO ~\lp lable stOied on the ch.p The lookup table conta,n!. values which may be 










Appendix C - Fuel Delivery System 
altered by values uploaded to the ECU memory through a RS 423 serial port connection. Linear 
interpolation between the values results in an output pulse width signal which controls the length of time 
that the injector solenoid remains open, and therefore the amount of fuel injected. The frequency of 





























Figure C-2: Schematic of electronic control of fuel delivery 
600 1000 1400 1800 2200 2600 3000 
618 643 667 691 716 740 764 
623 650 677 704 731 758 785 
627 656 686 716 745 775 805 
631 663 695 728 760 793 825 
635 670 705 740 775 810 845 
639 677 714 752 790 828 866 
643 683 724 764 805 845 886 
647 690 733 777 820 863 906 
651 697 743 789 835 881 926 
655 704 752 801 849 898 947 
659 710 762 813 864 916 967 
663 717 771 825 879 933 987 
667 724 781 837 894 951 1008 
671 731 790 849 909 968 1028 
675 737 799 862 924 986 1048 
679 744 809 874 939 1003 1068 
683 751 818 886 953 1021 1089 
687 758 828 898 968 1039 1109 
691 764 837 910 983 1056 1129 
695 771 847 922 998 1074 1149 




















As> engine Sop@9dof2ooorpmandan air ma~~!low reading of 830 mV IS gll/tin as an e~ample 
The thlp reads the speed and produces the Inlefpolateel al f Hew matnx 
1704 717731 744 75877 1 785798 8tl 825 839 652 666 879 893 906 920 933 947 9601 
The mass flew signal lies between the va lues 82 5 _ 839 In the airflow matri x. resu~ing in the linear 
InterpolatIOn of thEl corresponding values 3.6 - 3.8 of trte "'JOOlon eluratlOO matrix anel finally sending 
Ihe outpL.l! pulse WIdth as 3.67 ms to the Injector SOlenoid 
Injec tIOn Calibration Curve 
" " 
~ " 
0 • " ,g" 
• i " 2-
• , > , , 
0 • 0 , , , , • • " " Mauu.ed t ... jeo;~on Our~~o ... (m~ 
Fl{lu . e C .. , C.tib.alion ol lli5p layoo InJect ,on durali on ~a lu ... to act .... ! IIljecUon (lura!!on for Injt<to.type 
02801S0727 
T~ contrOl uM. Including a display of engine Speed, air mass signal and Inlectlcn duration, was 
oos'9ned and built by a 4th year electr ICal Gf1glneering student. Aaron Wetzler The deSign and ceding 
speCificati ons are not Included In th iS theSIS appendix 
C.3 Calibrating the lookup table for a constant equivalence ratio 
FO' the p.Jrposes 01 commISsioning Ihe devoce, a lookup lable was des'gned lor a stolth,OmeirlC alriTual 












Appendix C - Fuel Delivery System 
~ \neore\lcally based lookup table was initially generated using simple airflow calculations. The table 
. represented the air density limiting conditions at designed in\et air heating and cho\<.\ng, as wen as 
. engine speed limits. 
Table C-1: Experimental design parameters 
0.2 - 1 bar 
300 -600 K 
600- 3000 r m 
For the control volume of the inlet system, the mass flow rate through the mass meter must be the 
same as that entering the cylinder through the inlet. 
m cylinder = m massmeter 
It is known that the displaced volume is 215 cc, therefore the volume flow rate through the massmeter 
was calculated for any air density or air speed entering the cylinder, using an appropriate volumetric 
efficiency (in this case 85%). Using the calibrated output voltage of the massmeter as a function of flow 
rate, the correlating voltage value was substituted for the volume flow rate value. Using an appropriate 
air-fuel ratio the corresponding fuel injection durations were calculated for the air density conditions, 
based on the rated flow of the injector. 
Further modification of this table for exact stoichiometric conditions was achieved by using empirical 
data from fired engine tests. Under varying engine speeds, inlet temperature and pressure conditions, 
the air fuel ratio was adjusted manually by overriding the air mass signal using a variable DC voltage 
source. The tests were performed under firing conditions using a spark plug to initiate burning. The 
speed of the engine was controlled using the load control system. Fuelling was adjusted to 
stoichiometric conditions using negative feedback from a lamda sensor mounted in the exhaust stream. 
The data collected from the tests were used to develop an empirically derived volumetric function in 












where: rna is mass flow rate of air 
p is the air density 
Vd is the displaced volume 
N is engine speed. 
where F/A is the mass based fuel to air ratio 
Therefore ... 
m =FI C pV 
f I A v d (per cycle) 
Assuming that: 
where 




3. Cv = f(N,N 2 ,N3 ,1;,P;) 
N is engine speed (rpm) 
Ti is inlet temperature (0C) 
Appendix C - Fuel Delivery System 
(based on fuel injector calibration tests) 
Pi is inlet pressure (remaining as V) 
The injection duration function that best correlated the experimental to calculated values was 
discovered to be that of the form: 
The air mass flow values were then filled into the table by correlating experimental and calculated 
values with an equation of the form: 
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Appendix D - Transducers and Signal Processing 
Appendix D Transducers and Signal Processing 
The following simultaneously logged signals were required for data analysis: 
1. Inlet temperature 
2. Inlet pressure 
3. In-cylinder pressure 
4. Engine speed 
Other transducers used for control purposes: 
1. Differential pressure transducer (laminar flow element) 
2. Heater controller and control thermocouple 
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INJECTION 
Figure 0-1: Schematic of transducers used on the experimental rig 
D.1 Signal noise 
Signal traces were initially disrupted by high frequency electronic noise generated by the inverter motor 
controller. Electronic noise was induced in the signal wires despite attempts to prevent emission by 











d,min'shed Ihrough lhe In&tal'al lon 01 low pass M ers on l he transcur:er 01llpu1 srgnals. the desrgn cui oft 
frequency for the I I~el s beIng around 100 Hz 
5 mMeJ dl~. Freq. 11:3 ·116 Hz 
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Figure D·2: Sign,' nolu measured al 5 msldivision 
10 mic....,tleeJdi~. Freq ~ 12 kHz 
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Figure D·3: Signal nolae measured at 10 ~sldivlsion 
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The CorCUltS w(;fe desi [Jned aCCOfd n9 electron,c precepts and equalloos In (pg 526·530 Hughes E . 











Therefore usrng a ft'Slslor of 1 kO lor a CUI o'f Irequeoc.y of 100 Hz, 9 Yes a ca~lance of 1 6 fJF II 
was found. however lhallalger C<lpacl1ors prOVIded bener eradic<l lion of nOI54 on the signal 
D.2 Absolute pressure transducer 
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0.3 Inlet temperature measurement 
The Inlet temperature Signal was logged USing the OSCilloscope Due to the presence of electronIC 
nOise the Sl<Jnal required Wenog high amphficaoon of the EMF generated by the thermocouple and an 
Intended high samp ng rate for logging purposes required the cons\Juctlon 01 iI more compte" hkenng 
QevK:e Graeme MCPtiLlI,ps des.rg~ and bUilt the f,~er on the OUIput of !he AD 595 operational 
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The healer syslem was tested and the arcun thermocouple signal w as calibrated USing dala from 
motored eng<ne expeumerM. The r\l !.U'ts of l toe c.a bratron teSis are rn Fogure 0-8 
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Temperature Calibration Chart 
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Figure 0 -3: Cali bratiOf1 chart <)1 le mp eralu ,.. valu ~ ICf" measured v<)I!lge oo tput 
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0.4 In.cylinder pressure 
A PI9Z0e\eCt"c d,fferenllal pressure Hansducer W8$ used to rrea&ure In-qlioder pressureS The 
pressure trafl$ducer wa5 cal, brOIled USIng ijo dead walght testol 
T ~ble D·2: In.cyli~~er pressure tr~ ~s~uee r sl"'cification" 
Pre!!.sure Trandueor Calibration Chart ... : '5< • 
•. '" I 
/ 1 / . 
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L 
Figu'li 0 ·10: Calibration of prnssure tran"d li ce ' ull ng a dead weiij ht lesler. charge am pllfl e . Be ll inljj 44.85 
pClb~r i~put u n" \lv ,,y ~ nd 5 b~rlvolt 
D.S Engine speed measurement 
In~<lJ1y an ncluCbve pockup was used to measu,e engll18 speed from a <;ut Qui on a sleel dIsk aliaChed 
10 the flywheel When the eng;ne was run III spark 'Il'1Ii on mode for aor -fuel ra~o ciihl)ratlOf\ It was 











Appendix 0 - Transducers and Signal Processing 
of sparking. This resulted in the EGU not being able to process the engine speed correctly. This led to 
the use of an optical pickup based measuring system; the disk with reflective tape being the stimulus. 
The circuit with required filtering was designed and built by Graeme McPhillips. 
D.6 CAD encoder 
The signal produced by the optical sensor every cycle was used to calibrate the position of the test data 
according to top dead centre. Using motored engine traces at 2000 rpm, the offset from the signal 
marker to TOG was determined. The TOG point is not simply the position of peak pressure in a motored 
engine, but due to heat loss the TOG point occurs slightly after the point of maximum pressure. By 
calculating the ratio of specific heat as a function of time in the motoring traces the exact location of 
TOG was determined. 
P. 
log-I 





1. isothermal position (constant T), k=O, accepted value of around 0.60 from TOG. 
2. isobaric position (constant P), k=1, accepted value of around 1.2 - 1.60 from TOG. 
3. TOG point (constant V), k_C() 
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Thus lhe otfsel from !he pos,lIan of TOG to the spgllal marlier was determined a5 41 2" which 15 about 
a 3' Irom peak pressure In the mctored cycle at that speed 
D.7 Differential pressure transducer 
T ,bl. 0·), SpedficalioA5 of dif!"entl~ 1 p,easure transducer of I.minar tlow ele meot 
The Iluctuatlrlg pressure drop signal from the d,tferentt(ll pre ... ~ure transducer for the I<lmlna, flow 
elerT\(lnt WiiS sveraged With a recllfier CIrCU it 
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0 .8 Heater controller 
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A s~!d st~te f~ay ~nd REX lOll I;-Iype thermocouple contrOller were used to control the air heater 
lefI"1)ef31ure The temperature of the heater neede<110 be kept below around 65<lC to prevent melting 
of the ceramIC, thus 1110 oos.gn flow rale of the device IS 200 IImln The engine, h~'ever was require(! 











Appendix 0 - Transducers and Signal Processing 
therefore made in limiting the surface temperature of the heater by setting an upper limit of 400°C on 
the controller thermocouple setting. 
D.9 Oscilloscope 
An oscilloscope served as the data capture device for the experiments. The Agilent 6000 series has 
simultaneous sampling capabilities for four channels with a maximum sampling rate of 4 GSa/s. Data 
files may be transferred to a USB storage device. The disadvantage of the system is that only 1000 
points are stored from the screen to disk, providing some difficulty in capturing and reorganising the 
data in a single stream. A data capture card was previously tried (and is preferred), but with the 
presence of transmitted noise, the card was rendered ineffective in giving reliable output. The 
oscilloscope however provided a useful data averaging tool which smoothed the signal output and 


























ITEM QTY PART NUMBER 
1 1 Heater Tube 
2 1 Heater Tube Inlet 
3 1 Heater Tube Outlet 
4 1 Air Plenum 
5 1 Air Plenum Inlet 
6 1 Air Plenum Outlet 
9 1 Ball Valve 
10 1 Ball Valve Inlet Tube 
11 1 Ball Valve Outlet 
Tube 
12 1 Ball Valve Outlet 
UCSlg1:lt ay A~prn'lIld 1:1- dotl!: 
Simon Demnitz 
Sase I Oil 































































All tolerances 0.1 unless otherw spec 
!':heI1It 

























< ax ¢is th ru eq spaced en ¢75 
ccunterbore ¢13.5 8MM deep 
ALL SURF='ACES 3.2/ 
U.O.S. ~ 
A-A (3: 4 ) 
5 
¢6 ,..,.48,03 ~5 )'0"48 ¢100 




Cha mfer 2mm at 45 deg----.:r 
---- » 'I,.. .. ~""" "'i' ,~ • .hIlo(:.!Id ~ ""."moot ~. "'IR _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '1\011.. :g 
All toleral"lces 0.1 1.1 nle6s otherw spec 
Sase I :i ....... 

























6X ~8 thru cq spaced on .;li65 
counterbore ¢13.5 8MM deep 
ALL SURFACES 3.21 
U.O.S. ':::L 
CtJamier 2mm at 45 deg 
Sasol 








All tolerance5 0.1 unless otherw spec 
li"lPI 


















































I I I 



















CCSl9"l~~ ~y AIlpr.!·JI)d ty - da1!! ~ 
imon Demni1z . 650 5223 ~ 
Sasol 
a. x· 
All tolerances 0.1 unless otherw spec m , 
ShAm 




























All tolerances 0.1 unless otherw spec 
ShQm 










































All tolerances 0.1 unless otherw spec 
F.hQIIt 
Air Plenum Inlet Pipe 





























", ax 8mm thru equ spaced on peD 075 
10 
Cnamfer 2mm at 45 deg 
ALL SURFACES ~ 
U.O.S. 
» 
Gcs.!1I:C ~y Apprn',J:d ~y • d;alc i 
imon Demnitz 650 5223 ::J 
Sasol 
0. x· 
All tolerances 0.1 unless otherw spec ~ 
F.tICiAt 

















c":: fiX Bmm thru equ spaced on PCD ¢75 
ALL SURFACES ~ 
U,O.S, 









All tolerances 0.1 unless otherw spec 























!'1 ...... ...... 
¢42 049 
¢11 






Thread 1.5" BSP T· 
20 
75 
Ajipi'!!'JCd l!y .-d~ 
6505223 
All tolerances 0.1 unless otherw spec 
st.R1It 

























Thread 1.5'" SSP T 
I ,.., 
\ S$ Fit Pre 
1---1--------------------- --- ----






L.:_g"l~t ~v ICh~ Il'j 
Simon Demni 
&hARt 
All tolerances 0.1 unless otherw spec 
Sasol 





















~ -w , " 
6x¢8 THRU on peD 075 
ALL SURFACES ~ 
U.O.S. 
/' " 
2mm chamfer at 45 deg 
10 








All tolerances 0.1 unless otherw spec 
Sh;IRI' 



























l.!=g'I!!C :'Iy CII~1Yj 
Sasol 
Parts List 
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
Inlet Holder Blank Mild Steel 
Injector Tube Mild Steel 
Injector Plu~ 1 Mild Steel 
Injector Plug Cap Mild Steel 
Appr.!·Aii:I ~y • d~ 
Inj ectc r Position I 
stoRRt 























A --I , 
1 55 • 16.5 , 27.5 
20 . +, if '\, 





2X ¢6.2 THRU ---'/ 
EQ SPACED ON ¢ 42 
ALL SURFACES 3.2/ 
U.O.S. V 
-
A-A ( 1.50 1 ) 
-"., . 
























.55 p , 1 1' -1 77 
~ 
, , 




26 " 16.25 j 325 4X MSl((I.8 EQU SPACED ON {ZS6o 
175 I DRILL 10 DEEP. TAPaOEEP 
I 
~ ~ 
> 12 42.:S / r'ILlTHRU 
TAP 1116" NPT 21.21 
-- ¥ !. /' :. T "', ' " 
¢2:.96 
2Y' , I 
j-~ - -f-~-~ f- ; 
, 
2j.95 ~-.-.-~- ~-~-~- 65 1 
I 
, , , .! CLOSE RUr-iNI NG l iT L- , , ,/'. 
1 -
.3<J "'-:~" ., r ....... " '" I~""'" "' .. 16so 32,42 r " . I 1 OFF , 
All SUR . ACES 3q' Sasol 
AJI tolerances 0 1 unle" otheN/ spec 
UO.S 



















~4X )lI5 THRU EO SPACED ON 1360 
'" "' ,92 
\01-'34 ,86 
" ---rh' . / 




.. =.-', , 
I , ....L., r ..... --, -





.- FREE RUNNING FIT l , v 
5 
I J . l-, 
I T I 42.5 52, 
" H~" J ' , , r '"=--+-----' , r Ti I ITl .1 , 
NOi E HOLE ALIG NMENT IS CRITICAL 1; 
, .. ' 'i co., -, 6~O 3242 1 OFF iil 
"" ". d • 
A I- to lerances 0 1 unleSs Otherw spee ':' ALL SURFACES \)1 


















" ... .......... 
"-.. ~ -- I -+- 1 
3.2/ 




A-A ( 1.50 : 1 ) 
I I'~ 4X flS5 THRU 
""" 15,56 EQ SPACED ON ¢60 
15,56 
¢72 ¢24 
,. 2X 1/8" NPT 
, EQ SPACED ON ¢44 Ar 
10 
CQS;j!J1~t :J~ jClI~ brf 
Simon Demnitz 
Appr.WN ~y . di1!! 
1 OFF 650 3242 
Sasol 
All tolerances 0.1 unless otherw spec 


































PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
Inlet Holder Iniector Mild Steel 
Injector Tube Mild Steel 
Inlet Holder Injector Mild Steel 
Cap 
Injector Plug Mild Steel 
Allpr.!·Ji:od ~v; If:ne 









































13 " - ___ A 
-
I 
'v15XO.8 ANGLED 45 DEG TO 
SURFACE, TAP 10 MM DEEP 
r 
20 
, I --' 
mit 
tic _ I ALL SUR 
--'- ~ I U.os 23 ,I 
2X ¢6.2 ORILL------













.---~- ----- .- - -- - --- ----
• 55 "SL __ , _+_' __ 
29.2 14 .3 
5 
-
~-, / - , 
I 1', \ 
25 ~ (-$:' I " ,;:\:> 
f 2G 
" ( 
1, R4 ..'" / , /- ,.Ire:: \ -I • 
I , \,' / <:-. , / 
, 1 
• 
45 , 5 ------4X \215 THRU 
¢9 COUNTERSUNK 5MM 
, rr: ·~- II II I I I 
113 '\ I : I II II I I I _ ....... __________ ..11. _-' L-I---' 
f i !: I I" ' I 
, ' 
• ¢5 5 
• 
¢9 I~- . t ... ·I;:;:!f, r''''-'''' '''-$!!"Q2 t; [fl tl , 6503242 10FF 
Ail ioierances 0 1 unless ()(herw spa<: 
ALL SURF ACES 3 2/ 

















~~X (liS THRU EQ SPACED ON ¢eO 





t- ::r ' / 
..... - --
I -. 
I I , 
072 
-










NOTE: HOLE ALIGNMENT IS CRITICAL 





650 3242 1 OFF 
Sasol 
All tolerances 0 1 unless otherw spec 
""' , 

















I... ...1 20 20 I... ~ 
lfJ ~, I 20 
iX MB Eq spaced on PCD ~65 
Drill 12mm, Tap 10mm. 






I I 4-~ 
r:11·· ~t 
I~ j ·1 15 I 
12 
:> 
I L:cgg"l!l~ ~y IChlOIdI "1 I-t"t'" - .. _- -, - .. ----- ._-_.- 1 ..... _.:::::;:;..... ......... ~ 
Simon Demni 
Sasol 





















~I I-+- -f ~~[ \~: \ ~ 1 






b,J I 1 I 
A-I _I I (d ..... r 
» 
11::~9"~t ~I' '.. ICh~ Ilof rppr.!·1Cd ~y • d:tk! IIl* ~ 
Simon DemOitz .__ 3 HO 1,I2DQ5 a 
x' 
m 
Sasol IlnJeCtOnu&:> r'dlfiiid I .- I '" I;; 
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I I I I 
- U.6 . 
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O n 
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"" O£ W e 
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'8 
- N n x_ u 
rn ~ [ • a 
I u 









App""~'" E· Dr~' ''''ngo 
" , -, 
C 
0 
~ • • ~ 
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~ 
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<0 1 
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0 I 
E - 0 <.0 E w , 
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Material: Mild Steel 





I I I 
I I I 
,,--I-----.!, 1-----1 I I 1-----
II ' ~ 
11 
II I II I 1 I 
II II 
II II 




Material: Stainless Steel 







rllfl'!!'1Cd ~y • d;;.1e 











\M18 X '1.5 thru 
~25 
Material: Mild Steel 
Quantity: 1 off 
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